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EIGHTY-FIFTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
MISSOULA
SUNDAY, JUNE THE THIRTEENTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-TWO
HARRY ADAMS FIELDHOUSE AUDITORIUM
THE MARSHALS
Kathleen Miller
Associate Professor of 
Health and Physical Education
Walter N. King R. Keith Osterheld
Professor of English Professor of Chemistry
The carillon concert has been made possible by the 
generous contributions from the Coffee Memorial 
Fund, Mrs. Hugh Galusha, Jr., William Gallagher, the 
Western Montana Bank and other donations through 
the UM Foundation to restore the carillon.
The concerts before and after the exercises will be 
performed by Dr. Susan Dickerson, University 
Carillonneur.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PROCESSIONAL
Mrs. Ruth Browder, Organist
Montana Brass Quintet 
Thomas Cook, Jack Matranga, Elizabeth Wick, 
Lance Boyd and Steve Kuykendall 
PROCESSION
The Colors, Marshals, Candidates for Degrees, the Faculty, 
Members of the Governing Boards, Guests of Honor, Deans, the President
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
NATIONAL ANTHEM—Nancy Kathryn Caron 
The Star Spangled Banner
O, say! can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous flight 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O’re the land of the free and the home of the brave?
INVOCATION Reverend Lynne Fitch
WELCOME President Neil S. Bucklew
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS
Presentation of Candidates 
The Deans 
Conferring of Degrees 
The President
CHARGE TO THE CLASS President Neil S. Bucklew
SONG Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana! 
Thou has the portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana! 
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION Reverend Gayle Sandholm
RECESSIONAL
Mrs. Ruth Browder, Organist 
Montana Brass Quintet
The audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some of the students whose names are listed on this program 
are candidates for the degrees and honors indicated. The 
appropriate degrees and honors will be awarded to the 
candidates who have successfully completed all requirements 
by the date of Commencement. Other students have been 
awarded their degrees at the end of summer, autumn, and 
winter quarters.
THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
JAMES W. BOWERS
Missoula
’THOMAS T. BOYER
Sedro Woolley, Washington 
BRUCE C. BROOKS
Hamilton
WILLIAM P. BROOKS
Chesterland, Ohio
TIMOTHY ROY CHAFFIN
Missoula
MARY ANN DALY
Butte
TROY ROBERT EHRMAN
Miami, Florida
ANN MARIE GILLIAM
Missoula
A. LLOYD HANSEN
Missoula
ARLENE DANETTE HAZEN 
Highwood
DEBRA LOUISE KOPACEK
Memphis, Tennessee
ROMAS G. LAMAR
Missoula
’JOHN B. LORD
Philipsburg
JOSEPH C. MEEK 
Missoula
G. LEE MELTZER
Missoula
’KIRSTEN ASTRID MJOLSNESS 
Los Alamos, New Mexico
’TYLER C. MOORE
Missoula
’PATRICK L. RUDE
Kihei, Hawaii
’SCOTT HOWARD SHEARER 
Missoula
JOANNE R. SWANEY
St. Ignatius
’RENEE VALLEY
Youngstown, Ohio
’TIMOTHY WEIGAND 
Barberton, Ohio
’Degree Conferred August 14, 1981
’Degree Conferred December 18, 1981
’Degree Conferred March 19, 1982
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
PETER ORVILLE BECKEN
Big Timber
Willi Honors
KATHRYN CARPER 
Canton, Illinois
With Honors 
‘WALTER ROSCOE DOTTER 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Sociology 
'MICHAEL PATRICK DOUGLASS
Missoula
With Honors 
‘ELIZABETH ANN EMISON
Minnetonka, Minnesota 
THEODORE LOUIS GRAGSON
Missoula
RUSSELL C. JOHNSON
Silver Springs, New York
Also Bachelor of Science 
in Resource Conservation 
"MARLA MAE MAHONEY
Denver, Colorado 
‘MARJORIE C. MEYER
Huson
‘DAVID CHARLES SCHWAB 
Missoula
With Honors
ROGER LEE WARDLOW 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
BIOLOGY
CHRISTINA VOSO BRIGHT
Lakewood, California
With Honors 
THOMAS FREDERICK EICHHORN 
Gary, Indiana
With High Honors
‘PATRICIA T. GITTINS
Great Falls
With High Honors
CURTIS SCOTT HANSEN
Missoula
TANYA MARIE HOLONKO
North Jackson, Ohio
CINDA L. HUNTER
Denver, Colorado
With Honors
MARCIA ANN KUECHLER KNAPP 
St. Ignatius
JAMES ARTHUR MEPHAM
Palatine, Illinois
GREGORY JOHN PHILIPPS
Dutton
With a minor in Chemistry
HJORDIS OLINE SWANEY
Hot Springs
STEVEN R. VOLK
Fairfax, Virginia
Also a major in Chemistry
BOTANY
ALICE BRADLEY BLOOD
Kalispell
With a minor in Geology 
NEWMAN V. BROZOVSKY
Spokane, Washington
With Honors
ANNE THERESE BURNS
Portland, Oregon
With Honors
LISA A. CHILDS
Manlius, New York
‘CHRISTA DANIELSON
Medford, Oregon
With High Honors
Also a major in Biology, With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
BOTANY
ANGELA MARGAREETA DeRUITER 
Waterloo, Iowa
With High Honors
Also a major in German,
With High Honors 
’MICHAEL D. DONER
Missoula
With Honors
JOHN DOWNS
Lincoln, Rhode Island
■ROGER DURHAM FERRIEL 
Terrace Park, Ohio
With Honors
’KATHERINE JOAN GAU
Mapleton, Minnesota
■ALLAN JAMES GERHART
Lolo
■KAREN ROCHELLE HILL
Missoula
With Honors
Also a major in Biology,
With Honors
■VICKI JACOBSEN
Missoula
BASIL EVERETT JONES
Spokane, Washington
Also a major in Biology 
’DANIEL R. LeCAIN
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Biology
MARY MORRISON NICCOLUCCI
Billings
’LAURA PETTENGILL
Libertyville, Illinois
DAVID JAMES PROSPER
Butte
’SALLY CAMPBELL REMIEN
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
’ELIZABETH CAROLINE SCHENK
St. Joseph, Missouri
DIXIE SUE PATTEN STARK 
Biddle
With High Honors 
■SHERYL ANN VOGEL
Missoula
With High Honors 
’KATHLEEN MARIE WARD
Medford, Oregon
JOHN BRICE WAROFKA 
Cleveland, Ohio
ROBIN JENNIFER YOUSE
Elk Grove Village, Illinois
With Honors
CHEMISTRY
LESLIE LYNN HECKERT
Rockville, Maryland
With Honors
’JON HOWARD JOURDONNAIS
Great Falls
Also Bachelor of Science 
in Wildlife Biology
MONICA SUZAN NAKAMURA
Missoula
’A. MICHAEL WEST
Ottawa, Illinois
Also a major in Botany, With Honors
CLASSICS
■JAMES DARYL CLOWES
Glasgow
With Honors
DENNIS JAMES KOZELUH
Missoula
With Honors
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
AND DISORDERS
’KATHLEEN MARY BALYEAT
Great Falls
JANNEL LEE BELDEN
Harlem
With Honors
■HOLLI J. BELL
Glendive
’SHERYL JANE BOSSING
Lincoln
With High Honors
JILL MARIE JORDAN
Butte
With Honors
BRIAN ERICH LEE
Bellingham, Washington
With High Honors
JED KEVIN LISTON
Helena
With Honors
’JAMIE LYNN MAYES
Missoula
KATHLEEN ANN McGEE
Butte
NANCY ANN MURRAY
Greenville, Kentucky
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
AND DISORDERS (Continued)
"TAMARA |. RYAN
Butte
With High Honors 
KAREN BETH SHEPPARD
Great Falls
MICHELLE MARIE SHUE
Billings
With Honors
ECONOMICS
DOUGLAS GARDNER BROWNLEE 
Hamilton
"WALTER JOSEPH CAROLLO
Butte
MICHAEL DeVERA CARRIEDO 
Bismarck, North Dakota
KAREN MARIE CIERI
Livingston
WYMOND JOSEPH DUNCAN 
Great Falls
With High Honors 
"STEPHEN FRANCIS FAUST
Billings
With High Honors 
'ANDREW GEORGE FEURY
Kalispell
"PAUL MARTIN HOMUTH
Missoula
"KRISTEN KEITH
Ekalaka
ROBERT WADE MARTIN
Winnsboro, Louisiana
With Honors
JOHN CHRISTOPHER MELCHER 
Forsyth
MICHAEL DAVID MOREY
Opheim
MICHAEL JOHN NICCOLUCCI 
Great Falls
:'|OHN CHARLES SHIELDS 
Butte
With Honors
KRISTOPHER JOHNATHAN TATLER 
Pennington, New Jersey
With o minor in Philosophy
BRIAN STUART WESBURY
Oak Brook, Illinois
HENRY YUJI YOSHIMURA
Chicago, Illinois
With High Honors
ECONOMICS-POLITICAL
SCIENCE
JAMES MICHAEL CRIST
Deer Lodge 
KATHRYN MARIE TIMM
Billings
With Honors
ECONOMICS-SOCIOLOGY
ROBERT P. McCUE
Missoula
MARCI’A KAYE RICHARD
Fort Benton
Also a major in Sociology
ENGLISH
CARNELBANKS
Chicago, Illinois
LOUISE CAROL BENS
Roslindale, Massachusetts
MONIQUE BLAESE
Columbus, New Jersey
With Honors
KAREN YOUNG BREDBENNER
South Euclid, Ohio
■GISELE ELAINE BROWN
Kendrick, Idaho
With Honors
TAMERA KAY CAMPBELL
Townsend
"SUZANNE KAY CHASE
Missoula
With Honors
Also a major in History, With Honors 
CHARLES PATRICK CONRAD
Conrad
With High Honors
BARRY W. DARROW
Great Falls
JO JOYCE DRATZ
Polson
"ANNMARIE LOUISE EVANS
Missoula
WESTON R. FALK
Hamilton
GERALDINE A. F. FitzGERALD
Bigfork
With Honors
■NORMAN FJOSEE
Missoula
JUDY LYNN FREDENBERG
East Helena
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGLISH (Continued)
’BRUCE E. FUGE
Anaconda
JANIE M. GERAGHTY
Missoula
With Honors
’APRIL JEAN GINTHER
Missoula
With Honors
MICHELLE RENE GUAY
Missoula
TAMI K. HAALAND-HANSON 
Inverness
With High Honors 
’JACQUELINE KAY JAKOVAC 
Helena
With Honors 
STEPHEN L. KEMP 
Iowa City, Iowa
With Honors
EILEEN F. KOONTZ
Belt
With High Honors
LAURA JANE KUDRNA
Great Falls
With Honors
RICHARD ANTHONY LANDINI
Missoula
With Honors
KARLA MARIE McCALE
Philipsburg 
With Honors
’WILLIAM CHARLES McRAE
Jordan
With High Honors
’MERVIN WALLACE MECKLENBURG
Glendive
MARK NIEHAUS
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
With High Honors
BETH ANN NYQUIST
Glasgow 
With Honors
DIANA LOUISE PETE
Arlee
LENORE ROSARIO
Butte
With High Honors 
SHEILA RAE SMITH
Litchville, North Dakota
With High Honors 
’MICHAEL DUANE STEELE 
Bozeman
DALE STEVEN ULLAND
San Diego, California 
With High Honors 
With a minor in French
DONNA LYNN WANKE
Florence 
With Honors
KENT RANDALL WILCOX
Buffalo, Minnesota 
With Honors
WAYNE EUGENE WOOLRIDGE 
Missoula
FRENCH
BETH E. BENSCH
Missoula 
’THERESE ANN HOSS
Kalispell
With Honors
GRETA KATHERINE LARSON 
Stanford
With High Honors
SHANNON R. NELSON
Missoula
With Honors
MOLLY A. SKOUSEN
Missoula
PAMELA DAWN VORHEES 
Great Falls
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in English
GEOGRAPHY
MARK ELIOT ALEXANDER
Bethesda, Maryland
WILLIAM J. ARMOLD
Burlington, Iowa
’SALLY JEANETTE BLEVINS
Darby 
With Honors
’HENRY ROY BORGSTEDE
Missoula
MARC FILLMORE GAUDIN
Hamilton
’GAYLE ACKERMAN GOSLING
Thompson Falls 
’DARRYL D. HELMER
Livingston
’DAVID PAUL KUHL
Bozeman
’JEFFREY BROOKE LAWRENCE
Evergreen, Colorado
’DAVID H. McCRILLIS
North Conway, New Hampshire 
’ROBERT O. MEYER
Collingswood, New Jersey 
JOSEPH PATRICK O’KELLEY 
Ovando
Baccalaureate Degrees
GEOGRAPHY (Continued)
LAURA ROXANNE PINTER
Geneva, Illinois
With High Honors
Also a major in Botany, 
with High Honors
DAVID S. SANDERS
Butte
TOM RANDELL SEWELL II 
Missoula
GEOLOGY
’THOMAS EDMOND AALTO 
Missoula
'CHRISTOPHER CARR BEHAN
Missoula
STEVEN EDWARD BERGO
Green Bay, Wisconsin
’MIKE HENRY BLESSINGER
Helena
’CALVIN S. BOLAND
Helena
'JAMES W. BURDETT 
Missoula
With Honors
VICTORIA ANNE BURKHARDT 
Simi Valley, California
STEVEN SCOTT CARLSON
Livingston
DOUGLAS E. CHAMORRO
Santa Monica, California
ALAN BERTRAM CHRISTIAN 
Missoula
With a minor in Mathematics 
JOSEPH S. DEPNER
Billings
With High Honors
PATRICK M. DUNLAVY
Neenah, Wisconsin
’DAVID H. EMME
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota
With Honors
ANDREW C. ERICKSON
Great Falls
'RODNEY CHURCHILL FOSTER III 
Missoula
■TIMOTHY CHARLES FOX 
Hardin
LARRY BECKMAN FRENCH 
Missoula
JOHN EDWARD GRAUMAN, JR. 
Billings
’DWAYNE C. HAGADONE
Poplar
BARBARA A. HAULENBEEK
Maple Shade, New Jersey
'DAVID D. HLEBICHUK
Libby
’DAVID ROBERT JACOBSON 
St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin
'GEORGE CHARLES LADANYE 
Missoula
PETER JEFFREY LANGEN 
Glasgow
BARBARA ANN LANTZSCH 
Sewickley, Pennsylvania
GALE MELVINA MADYUN 
Missoula
KEVIN J. McCALLEY 
Independence, Iowa
'JAMES R. McCORMICK, JR. 
Great Falls
IVARS A. MIKELSONS 
Mendota Heights, Minnesota 
'PATRICK M. MONTALBAN 
Cut Bank
CLIFFORD A. MORRISON 
Hopkins, Minnesota
’JIM P. MOULTON
Billings
With High Honors
■STEVEN R. MURCH 
Jamestown, North Dakota
DAVID ANDREW MURPHY 
Janesville, Wisconsin
With Honors
MARSHAL H. NEECK 
Bloomington, Minnesota
Also Bachelor of Science 
in Recreation Management 
’DAVID RONALD OLTMAN
Mankato, Minnesota
’CURTIS E. PADILLA
Missoula
■THOMAS DAVID PETERSON 
Libby
MARK PATRICK PIERSON 
Fairfield, Ohio
TERRY WAYNE PRICHARD 
Napavine, Washington
’KENT D. REYNOLDS
Roundup
With High Honors
'MARK CHARLES ROBINSON 
Missoula
Also a major in History
DAVID HAROLD SCHWARTZ 
Richland, Washington
KURT ERIC SEEL
Bozeman
With Honors
KEITH TOWER
Billings
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
GEOLOGY (Continued)
'JAMES FENNIG TOWNSEND
Lake Bluff, Illinois 
'CHARLES KILE VANDAM
Albuquerque, New Mexico
CARL STEPHEN WEISS
Lambert
MARTIN CARROLL WILLIAMS
Fresno, California
With Honors
JAMES ANTHONY YANCO
Manchester, New Hampshire
ERIC J. YURKO
Billings
GERMAN
BRIAN COLEMAN FAXVOG
Northfield, Minnesota
With Honors
Also a major in Religious Studies, 
With Honors
LILIANE MICHELLE PYE
Mililani, Hawaii
Also a major in French
HISTORY
STEPHEN1E AMBROSE
New Orleans, Louisiana
With Honors
"JEANIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON
Los Angeles, California
With Honors
Also a major in French, 
With Honors
THEODORE R. CATTON
Pullman, Washington
With High Honors
ETHAN SHAWN CHIPPEWA
Crowheart, Wyoming
DARLENE KATHERINE CRAVEN
Glendale, California 
"LAWRENCE F. DRISCOLL
Butte
"GARY LEE FRAZER
Missoula
"JOHN HOLLISTER FRISBIE
Long Beach, California
ROBERT HATLER GEARHEART
Missoula
MATTHEW F. HANSEN
Missoula
With High Honors
WILLIAM N. IFFT
Pocatello, Idaho
'JOYCE BROCK LASSISE
Missoula
With Honors
WILLIAM WALLACE MORRISON
Missoula
'PATRICK JAMES O’BRIEN
Missoula
'DONALD F, OWEN
Lolo
THOMAS EDWARD POWERS
Butte
"RICHARD SCOTT PUNCHES
Billings
CLINTON LEEDY RHEIN
Stevensville
STEPHANIE ANN ROWE
Missoula
'WILLIAM ROSS SHAW
Kalispell
"SONJA LEE STROMBERG
Helena
With Honors
"JOHN H. TRIBYS
Biddle
"MARY JEAN VAUGHN
Anaconda
MARVIN RICHARD VENTRELL
Billings
"LOUIS M. YOVETICH
Laurel
HISTORY-POLITICAL SCIENCE
SCOTT ATCHISON
Great Falls
With Honors
JOSEPH BARRETT
Helena
With High Honors
NATALIE ALMA BROWN
Denver, Colorado
With Honors
JOHN B. deNEEVE
Missoula
With Honors
"LEROY JOHN GUAY
Missoula
ANITRA ELIZABETH HALL
Great Falls
'COLLEEN MARIE HAYES
Butte
With High Honors
"JANICE DOBBINS HOWELL
Missoula
'SUSAN KITZHABER
Victor
MARK C. KNAB
Joplin
Baccalaureate Degrees
HISTORY-POLITICAL SCIENCE 
(Continued)
SUSAN MARIE LEE
Great Falls
With High Honors
MARK THOMAS SAMSON
Helena
With Honors
MARK ALAN SCHREITER
Carlinville, Illinois
GERALD O. VAN SLYKE, JR. 
Libby
INTERPERSONAL 
COMMUNICATION 
TRACY LYN BANKS
Wellsboro, Pennsylvania
’EDWARD R. BARTELT
Missoula
KRISTIN LEIGH BERGH
Hamilton
CAROLYN JEAN BETTES
Minnetonka, Minnesota
With Honors
PATRICIA BINGHAM
Gardner, Illinois
ANA ISABEL FARIAS CASTELO BRANCO 
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
With Honors
KYLE J. DAVIS
Lakin, Kansas
BARBARA JO DUBBEL
St. Paul, Minnesota
GERILYN F. GIEL
Minnetonka, Minnesota
‘HAL STEVEN GRONFEIN
Butte
With Honors
“BARBARA KAY HARVEY
Denton
’PATRICIA ANNE HOMAN
Missoula
With High Honors
TIMOTHY DEAN HOOK
Regina Beach, Saskatchewan, Canada
MARY ELLEN HORTON
Boulder
’SHARON RENAE KEITH
Great Falls
PAMELA WALLIS KIERULFF
Missoula
With Honors
MARGARET NELSON
Mandan, North Dakota
PATRICIA JEAN NISSEN
Harlowton
DENNIS M. OLSON, JR.
Lakeside
JULIE ANNE PARKER
Medford, New Jersey
With Honors
JON M. PICKUS
Aberdeen, South Dakota
With Honors
DOUGLAS ROBERT RICE
Glasgow
PAMELA CAROL MEYERS ROBERTS 
Pennington, New Jersey
With Honors
’LAURI JEAN SCHULTZ
Missoula
With Honors
CARYN ANN SPAIN
Houghton, Michigan
With Honors
CYNTHIA MARY STAPEL
Rosemount, Minnesota
’JONI WRIGHT STORMO
Missoula
PHILLIP BRYAN WHITEHAIR 
Bozeman
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Political Science, 
With Honors
LIBERAL ARTS
“SUSAN ALWORTH
Duluth, Minnesota
JOEL RICHARD ARMSTRONG 
Helena
JAMES DEAN CHAMBERLAIN 
Helena
DEBORAH KIM CHRISTOPHER 
Polson
With Honors
’JOAN M. DELANO
Missoula
GINA MARIE DOLEZAL
Ronan
SCOTT RAY ESPESETH
Billings
With Honors
’NANCY PELTZER GIBSON
Missoula
With Honors
GAY MARIE GRIMES-GRAGSON 
Missoula
With Honors
’KIRK D. HARLEN
Helena
HELEN MARIE HEMINGWAY
Ogden, Utah
Baccalaureate Degrees
LIBERAL ARTS (Continued)
2KAREN SUE HODGSON
Helena
With Honors
"ELIZABETH ANN HOGAN
Missoula
With High Honors 
VICKI LEE KOBER
Missoula
JAMES D. NILES
Missoula
With High Honors 
"THOMAS H. RITNER III 
Missoula
With Honors
ANITA LOUISE SALLEE 
Missoula
With Honors
CHRISTOPHER JOHN SOURS
Libby
ANNETTE LOUISE TOPLARSKI 
Butte
"TERRANCE J. WOLFERMAN 
Missoula
MATHEMATICS
MONIQUE ESTELLE CASBEER 
Missoula
With High Honors 
MARY MARGARET DROZD 
Middletown, Connecticut
JOHN A. SHUMATE
Helena
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Science 
with a major in Computer Science, 
With Honors
PHILOSOPHY
•ANTHONY J. ACERRANO 
Missoula
DEANNA KAY BORNHOFT
Billings
With High Honors
Also a major in French,
With High Honors
JON MARTIN GRENA
Belt
With High Honors
"ELLEN HANKINSON HASKINS 
Superior
With Honors
•NEIL M. LEITCH
Chester
'SEAN MARIE O'BRIEN
Anaconda
With Honors
KELLY M. O'SULLIVAN
Billings
With High Honors 
JACK GARYTH POULSON 
Jefferson, Oregon
With Honors
KENT WILSON SPENCE
Jackson, Wyoming
With Honors
"BRIAN CRAIG WOHLIN
Billings
With High Honors
Also a major in Latin, 
With High Honors
PHYSICS
DEAN LEROY FARNHAM 
Missoula
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Chemistry, 
With High Honors
JAMES ALLEN FREEMAN 
Billings
"HELEN M. HART
Billings
With High Honors 
LAWRENCE HEILBRONN
Saginaw, Michigan
With Honors
POLITICAL SCIENCE
"CHERYL RAE AUSTIN 
Missoula
"ROBERT GEORGE BECKLEY
San Francisco, California
"jean McArthur bowman
Billings
With High Honors 
MICHAEL LEE CHRISTENSEN 
Polson
CREGG WILLIAM COUGHLIN 
Cardwell
With Honors
With a minor in Philosophy 
ELIZABETH KELLY GOODE 
Missoula
With High Honors 
'GERALDINE W. GORDON
Browning
With Honors 
VICTORIA ANN HARRIMAN 
Billings
Baccalaureate Degrees
POLITICAL SCIENCE (Continued)
KATHY M. IRIGOIN
Culbertson
With High Honors
Also a major in Philosophy,
With High Honors
THOMAS WESLEY LANCE
McAllen, Texas 
With High Honors 
SHAUNA MARIE LEACH 
Jacksonville, Arkansas 
With Honors 
Also a major in Sociology, 
With Honors
CHRISTOPHER MORGAN MILLER
East Helena
With High Honors
JEFFREY BRIAN NELSON
Libby
DANIEL A. O’FALLON
Helena
With High Honors
With a minor in History
JOAN PATRICIA PETERSON
Winifred
With Honors
'LESLIE WYN REMINGTON
Billings
With Honors
With a minor in Spanish
‘DENNIS R. SHEA
Butte
DAVID 1. SILVERMAN
Missoula
LORRIE MARIE STINCHFIELD
Billings
With High Honors
THOMAS ANDREW ZAWORSKI
Joliet, Illinois 
With Honors
POLITICAL SCIENCE-ECONOMICS
FRANCIS GERARD JOHN COTE
Butte
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY
WELDON JAMES BIRDWELL II
Miles City
JOHN ARTHUR CORRIGAN
Anaconda
»P. J. DERMER
Baltimore, Maryland
With Honors
MARTIN JOHN ELISON
Missoula
With Honors
GLEN A. FAECHNER
Great Falls
LORI ANN GRAYBILL
Superior
ANNMARIE BERNADETTE HARGRAVE!
Yonkers, New York
With Honors
‘JEFFREY CULLIGAN LUBBERS 
Missoula
MICHELLE Des ROSIER McCONNELL
Butte
‘ROBERT WILLIAM MORRIS
Paris, France
With Honors 
•GREGG D. SMITH
Billings
‘ERICH WICKMAN
Missoula
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES
•DANIEL FORREST HOHEIM 
Frenchtown
With Honors
MICHAEL ERVIN METZGER 
Laurel
With High Honors
PSYCHOLOGY
‘WALTER CARL F. AMMONS
Missoula
With Honors
LORRAINE BEHR
Helena
With Honors
LYNN MARIE BERGVALL
Havre
With Honors
DANIEL MARK BLANKSTEIN
Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada
With High Honors
With a minor in French
‘WILLA J. CRAIG
Butte
BRIAN JOSEPH D’ANGELO
Auburn, Washington
With Honors 
‘RONALD GENE FIFIELD
Great Falls
With Honors
‘REBECCA R. FULGHAM
Browning
•PETER J. HATHAWAY
Glendive
‘LEISA LYNN HOWELLS
Birmingham, Alabama
Also a major in Sociology
Baccalaureate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
MARY A. HUNT
Missoula
With High Honors 
’LORI JEAN JENSEN 
Greeley, Colorado
With Honors
JANET CHRISTENE JONES
Billings
With Honors
KATHERINE ALLEN KALGAARD
Billings
Also a Minor in Political Science 
DANIEL ANTHONY KALUZA 
Havre
With Honors
MOIRA SAVAGE KEEFE
Seaford, New York 
’RICHARD CARL KNEIP
Livonia, Michigan
With High Honors
WINIFRED SEW ALL KOOPMAN
Randolph, New Hampshire 
MARCUS LANG
Missoula
With Honors
MICHAEL ALDEN LARSON
Helena
With Honors
’STEVEN ALAN LAVENDER
Rochester, New York
With Honors
CONRAD ROBERT LePROWSE
Missoula
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Science 
in Microbiology, With Honors 
STEPHANIE D. MAPELLI
Missoula
With Honors
THANE RAHAUSEN MATHIS 
Anchorage, Alaska
MELANIE LEE McCALLEY
Independence, Iowa
With High Honors
NOELLE NAIDEN
Washington, District of Columbia
With Honors
’CYNTHIA LYNN KATHLEEN PADDEN 
Hibbing, Minnesota
With Honors
SIGNE MATSON PEARCE
Missoula
JUDY MAE PFAFF-CAMP
Cascade
With High Honors 
’LISA CAROL RAGONE
Maple Shade, New Jersey
’KYLE LOREN RICE
Great Falls
MARTHA SANDERS 
Missoula
With Honors
’DAVID L. SNELL 
Mason City, Iowa
With High Honors 
’DORRIE L. STERHAN
West Glacier
With Honors
’ROSE M. TAYLOR
Missoula
With Honors
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
JOHN EDWIN BAIN
Conrad
’KATHY LYNN BERGSTROM
Missoula
With Honors
JOHN RAY BURROWS
Wisdom
Also a major in Psychology 
LEONARD CHARLES EDWARDS 
Missoula
With High Honors
Also a major in Anthropology, 
With High Honors 
MICHAEL ANTHONY FROST 
Rapid City, South Dakota
With Honors
JANET LOUISE HANSON
Havre
With Honors
VERNON KEITH LaPLANTE
Browning
With Honors
Also a major in History,
With Honors
Also a major in Political Science
JONI L. PETERSON
Stevensville
With High Honors
Also a major in Latin,
With High Honors
’JUDIE ELIZABETH TALLICHET 
Louisville, Kentucky
SOCIAL WORK
PAMELA B. ANDERSON
Missoula
With Honors
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication
PAUL BAD-MARRIAGE 
Browning
DARLENE L. BEMENT
Ashland
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIAL WORK (Continued) 
’TYLER JOHNSON BRUINGTON 
Missoula
With High Honors
2MARC STEPHEN CONNOLLY 
Missoula
’BELVA JOAN GOODELL
Dutton
With High Honors
"MARK EDWARD GRANNEMANN 
Chillicothe, Missouri
HAROLD P. HAMILTON
Wolf Point
2JOHN SCOTT HARRIS
Missoula
BARBARA JANE HEIMBACH
Duluth, Minnesota
’LORI MELDAHL HOFSETH
Billings
With Honors
SHELLY ANNE JAYNES
Anchorage, Alaska
ARLETTE LOY LALKA
Minot, North Dakota
CYNTHIA A. LARKIN
Morristown, New Jersey
"KIM LEE LARSEN
Kalispell
KATHLEEN ANN LEARY
Anaconda
With High Honors
"PATRICIA L. ADAMS LOPEZ
Billings
'MICHAEL WILLIAM MARCEAU 
Missoula
ALLISON JOYCE MEYER
Deer Lodge
LESLIE K. NESS
Miles City
CHARLOTTE MARIE PALDA
Minot, North Dakota
"NANCY RUTH KATHRYN PUTZ 
Wheeler
LESA SUZANNE RICE
Osburn, Idaho
With Honors
ALMA NEWELL ROBERTSON 
Grantsdale
"CHERRILL ELAINE ROLFE
Missoula
KELLY RAE ROSENLEAF
Great Falls
With Honors
Also!a major in Sociology,
With Honors
MELODIE JAYNE SMITH
Havre
With High Honors
SUZANNE TERESE SPENCER
Fridley, Minnesota
"CALLIE BETH THOMPSON
Devils Lake, North Dakota
With Honors
MARTHA RUFFATTO TRINITY
Havre
With High Honors
’JANELLE MAREE ULGENES
Billings
"DUANE R. WENDT
Kalispell
’STEPHANIE JOY WERNER
Medford, Wisconsin
With High Honors
SOCIOLOGY
BARRY E. ADAMS
Helena
With Honors
REGINA ANNE ALDRICH
Old Forge, New York
"LUANNE ARDISSON
Ennis
’DANIEL JOHN BOUCHARD
Missoula
With Honors
DEBBIE MAE COTTRELL
Butte
With a minor in
Interpersonal Communication
STEFANI M. FORSTER
Missoula
With Honors
"ARNOLD CLARK GRAB
Valley Stream, New York
’BARBARA JEANNE GROSS
Kalispell
"CHARLES DeWAYNE HAGAN
Helena
"DOUGLAS STEPHEN HARRIS
Lansing, Illinois
ANITA KAY HODGES
Bridger
With High Honors
STEVE HUDSPETH
Glendive
With Honors
GENEVIEVE MARGUERITE HUITT 
St. Ignatius
WILFRED OTTO KNOTTNERUS
Stevensville
With High Honors
SOFEEA AMALIA KOURES
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIOLOGY (Continued]
DOROTHY JUNE MARSH
Plentywood 
■RHONDA KAY MELTON
Sweet Home, Oregon
With High Honors
’GEORGE WALTER MUELLER
Newton, Pennsylvania
MARK WILLIAM NELSON
Libby
ROBERT DANIEL REARDEN
Great Falls
JOSEPH MIKE SCHAAN
Chevy Chase, Maryland 
With a minor in 
Political Science 
CHRISTINA LENORE SOLBERG 
Missoula
’LYLE LEE THOMAS
Washington, Iowa
JUANITA N. TRIPLETT
Missoula
With Honors 
■NANCY SIMMS WHEELER
Oyster Bay, New York
SPANISH
■MARY MORRIS BRISTOL
Walnut Creek, California
With Honors
MARIANNE F. GOLDSTON
Rochester, Minnesota
’JANE GREGG
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
With Honors
SUSAN DAWN HELLMAN
Kalispell
With Honors
JULIE ANN ORSER
London, England
With Honors
CHRIS JEFFREY RAGAR
Glendive
With Honors
’ANITA LYNN SCHULEIN
Costa Mesa, California 
With Honors
ZOOLOGY
■THERESA KATHLEEN CONRATH 
Missoula
SUZANNE A. CREEDON
W. Hartford, Connecticut
MARK ROBERT DEUTSCHMAN
Missoula 
With Honors 
MARY A. FITANIDES 
Arundel, Maine 
With. Honors 
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW FRISSELL 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
FRED STEVEN HARMAN 
Denver, Colorado 
ANN BAIRD HUMPHREY
Wayzata, Minnesota 
With Honors
SHARON LOUISE MURFIELD
Fort Wayne, Indiana
MINDY OPPER
Fair Lawn, New Jersey
SARAH ELIZABETH POWERS
Kansas City, Missouri
KATHERINE ROSE TURCO
Wakefield, Rhode Island
ANN ALEXANDRIA WALTZ
Shorewood, Wisconsin
’GEORGE K. WUERTHNER
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ERIK JOHN BARKLEY 
Missoula
With Honors
BRIAN ANDREW BERTLIN
Missoula
LYNN BEATRICE BROWN
Billings 
’MICHAEL W. BYRNE
Darby
■COLLEEN ANNE CONWELL
Red Lodge
With High Honors 
JEFFREY G. CRAMER 
Hysham
RICHARD ALAN DRAMSTAD
Kalispell
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Economics, 
With High Honors
CAROL JAYNE FISCHER 
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
COMPUTER SCIENCE (Continued)
THERESA ROSE FLANAGAN
Helena
With High Honors
Also a major in Mathematics,
With High Honors 
DOUGLAS S. HABETS 
Valier 
STEPHEN KENT HAM
Shelby
With Honors
JOHN WAYNE HEINRICH
Potomac
LINDA LOUISE HENSLER
Corvallis
JEFFREY A. HOLM
Missoula
With High Honors 
PAULA TAMURA HUFF
Missoula
With Honors
ROBERT KIMBALL JEFFREY
East Calais, Vermont 
With Honors 
2THOMAS G. KUNZ
Great Falls
With Honors
Also a major in Mathematics, 
With Honors
TERENCE LEE LAMMERS
Billings
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Geology, 
With Honors
With a minor in Mathematics
2PAUL THEODORE MARSH
Great Falls
JOANNE DENISE McDERMOTT
Billings
With High Honors
DIANA JEAN MUDD
Clancy
PATRICK S. NISTLER
Plentywood
With Honors
MICHAEL T. PASEK
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
JOHN KENT RIEKENA
Missoula
With High Honors
ERIC PAUL SCHIEDERMAYER 
Missoula
With High Honors
SUSAN E. SHAW
Missoula
DIANA LYN SOBECZEK
Fort Shaw
CHARLENE FRANCES SPILLUM
Butte
ANTHONY S. TALARICO
Darby
JAMES DONALD TOMLINSON
Missoula
With Honors
JOSEPH VALACICH
Great Falls
JONATHAN YULE WALTHER
Missoula
’PETER P. WEILER
Missoula
With Honors
DENNIS CLARK WILKINSON
Polson
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Paul B. Blomgren, 
Dean of the School of Business Administration
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LYNETTE ANN BADGER CASQUILHO
Riverside, California
WILLIAM M. GILLESPIE
Great Falls
'GARY LEE JANSSEN
Libby
KELLY MARK JOHNSON
Great Falls
'LU ANN MARY JORE
Billings
CATHRINE ANN KOBITISCH
Butte
'GEORGE ALBERT LAKE
Missoula
'MICHAEL G. LLEWELLYN
St. Louis, Missouri
'JAMES ROBERT MOUNTAIN 
Miles City
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Economics,
With High Honors
'MARY ELLEN PANCRATZ
Casper, Wyoming
'JAMES K. RODGERS
Miles City 
LAMONT JAY ROTH
Bettendorf, Iowa
"STEVEN G. SCHMAUS
Great Falls
With Honors
'JOHN K. TABARACCI
Cut Bank
"JON K. WADE
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MARIA ANN AIKIN
Kalispell
ROBERT D. AKERS
Deer Lodge
RICHARD BRUCE ALLEN
Great Falls
MARK CHRISTOPHER ALTHEN
Gibsonia, Pennsylvania 
With Honors
MICHAEL JOSEPH ANDRUS
Fairfield
MARTHA EILEEN ARMS
Hopkins, Minnesota
CAROLYN ASK
Roundup
IAMES ROBERT AUGER
Little Canada, Minnesota
RODNEY N. AUSTIN
Missoula
MARK DOUGLAS BALDWIN
Great Falls
JANET MARIE BALSAM
Billings
RODNEY JOSEPH BARNABY
Wibaux
With Honors
BRET LANCE BARRICK
Lewistown
"WILLIAM FRANCIS BEFORE
Great Falls
JOHN R. BENTHAM
Missoula
■JON DAVID BERG
Deer Lodge
"JONATHAN L. BERNTHAL
Missoula
MARGARET E. BILLQUIST-OHMAN
Anaconda
With Honors
'GEORGE WOODLEY BINGHAM
Missoula
"BRIAN ANDREW BLEVINS
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
JOHN WILLIAM BOCK
St. Joseph, Michigan
’GREG ARTHUR BRAACH
Butte
RODRICK CHARLES BRANDON 
Norwalk, California
’CLYDE F. BRANDT
Rudyard
’JOEL WARREN BRANN
Kalispell
HELEN KAY BRENNAN
Great Falls
’MARY NOEL BRITTINGHAM
Billings
’JANICE L. BRYANT 
Great Falls
With Honors
’DALE EDWARD BUECHLER
Billings
’WILLIAM EVERETT BURT
Deer Lodge
J. WAYNE CADIGAN, JR.
Billings
’MARK ELLIOT CADWALLADER 
Missoula
WILLIAM ANTHONY CALHOUN 
Anaconda
PHILLIP JOSEPH CAMPBELL 
Missoula
With Honors
’GREGORY CHARLES CEBULLA 
Kalispell
MICHAEL ALAN CHILDERS 
Billings
MICHAEL THOMAS CIERI
Livingston
’WILLIAM BRIAN CLARK 
Rockville, Maryland
’CHRIS R. CLEARMAN
Helena
'DARYL J. CLINGINGSMITH 
Glendive
DANIEL JOHN COBB
Glasgow
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Political Science- 
Economics
’TIMOTHY JAY COLLINS
Missoula
’MICHAEL J. CRAIG
Butte
CLIFFORD HERMAN CRISMORE 
Plains
THOMAS EDWARD CULLEN 
Great Falls
GEORGE HARLOW CURRY 
Missoula
ANDREW VASIL CZORNY
Missoula
CLYDE WOOD DAILEY
Billings
LEONARD L. DAILEY, JR.
Billings
THOMAS M. DALE
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
’JEFF S. DANIELS
Lewistown
DWANE PAUL DAVIS
Helena
’TERI D’NENE DeVORE
Lewistown
DANIEL ALLAN DEAN
Libby
DAVID LEE DEFFINBAUGH
Lewistown
'MARY ELLEN DEPPMEIER
Havre
ROBERT E. DIETZ
Stevensville
KIRK RAYMOND DIGE
Sidney
DEBRA BENNETT DOLEZAL
Missoula
'MARY C. DOWNEY
Butte
MARY ANN DUFFEY
Big Timber
JEFF DUNLAP
Circle
With Honors
'DOUGLAS A. EGBERT
Ogden, Utah
TIMOTHY M. EIGEMAN
Kalispell
DOUGLAS D. EISINGER
Whitefish
With Honors
MARY ELDER
Indianapolis, Indiana
DAWN LORRAINE ELLMAN
Columbia Falls
TONY JOHN ENGLER
Missoula
TERRY LEE FALCON
Culbertson
’JAMES KEITH FEWER
Glasgow
With Honors
ROGER L. FLOERCHINGER
Anchorage, Alaska
KIRK PATRICK FLYNN
Great Falls
Baccalaureate Degrees
■EDNA L. FONTENOT
Missoula
JAMES A. FORD
Moscow, Idaho
With Honors 
■JOHN E. FOSS
Pedro Bay, Alaska
LAURIE KAYE FOSTER
Red Lodge
GAIL J. FRANCHI 
Boulder
With High Honors 
’DAVID E. FRED
Helena
’ROGER FRENCH
Dix, Nebraska
NANCY JEAN FRIEZ
Glasgow
With High Honors
’WAYDE ALLEN FRIEZ 
Glend ive
'STASIA M. FURLONG
Great Falls
JOHN GARLINGHOUSE
Madison, Wisconsin 
i’JOHAN HENRIK GEDDE-DAHL
Oslo, Norway
PBIRGITTE GIAEVER
Asker, Norway
'EILEEN ANNE GIBSON
Billings
With Honors
i SAMUEL DUPUY GOZA 
Fresno, California
J. MALCOLM GRAHAM 
Missoula
ROD GRAHAM
Missoula
LORRI DEANNA GREENE
Missoula
JILL MARIE GREENFIELD
Richland, Washington
With Honors
BARBARA GAYLE GREGOVICH
Great Falls
MARY JO GUNLIKSON
Cut Bank
REED JOSEPH GUNLIKSON
Cut Bank
[DONALD WAYNE HAGAN
Redstone
With Honors
j<ATHIE ELAINE HAGGE
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
LORI G. HALF ACRE
Great Falls
’REBECCA MERESE HAND
Kalispell
With Honors
’COLLEEN D. HANSEN
Missoula
DAVID G. HARAKAL
Billings
With Honors
’JAMES ROBERTSON HARTZELL, JR. 
St. Paul, Minnesota
JEANINE MARIE HILLER
Plymouth, Minnesota
KEITH D. HOFSETH
Finley, North Dakota 
With Honors
’MICHAEL PATRICK HOLLAND
Butte
WILLIAM MATTHEW HOLTER
Butte
JAN KATHLEEN HOOPER
Missoula
With High Honors
’PHILIP J. HORNIG
Castro Valley, California
NEAL RICHARD HOSS
Kalispell
BELLE MARIE HOUSEMAN
Missoula
With High Honors
With a minor in French
WILLIAM A. HUPPERT
Livingston
’DONALD E. INGRAHAM
Troy
’GREGORY LLOYD INGRAHAM
Ronan
Also a major in Economics-Political 
Science, With Honors
STEVEN JAY INMAN
Helena
Also a major in Psychology
’JOHN WARREN JACOBSEN
Great Falls
With Honors
GARY LaNEAL JAMES
Dix, Nebraska
ELIZABETH ANN JOHNSON
Moberly, Missouri
MITCHELL WADE JOHNSON
Fairfield
’NEIL E. JOHNSON
Bonner
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
’ROBERT L. JONES
Missoula
’THOMAS RAYMOND JORDAN
Missoula
’DIANE MARIE JOVICK
Great Falls
■HITOSHI KAJI
Uji-City, Kyoto, Japan
’PETER RAYMOND KARR
Missoula
’DOUGLAS A. KELLER
Havre
CRAIG ARTHUR KELSEY
Brookings, South Dakota 
MARGARET MARILEE KENT
Kalispell
PEGGY ANN KERR
Billings
’SAEED A. KHAN
Islamabad, Pakistan
’WAYNE FRANCIS K1MMET
Billings
VICTOR KENNETH KLEVER
Anchorage, Alaska
■JULIE KAY KLINKHAMMER 
Ronan
With High Honors
’LARRY RAY KLOTZ
Choteau
’CARL OTTO KNOTTNERUS
Big Sandy
TIMOTHY L. KOBER
Missoula
With Honors
SUSAN KAY KOLOKOTRONES
Missoula
With Honors
’DEAN KOPP
Great Falls
BRIAN JAMES LANNAN
Helena
With High Honors
■SUSAN LYNN LARIMER
Albany, California
LEAH ANN LARSON
Minneapolis, Minnesota
RICHARD LARSON
Billings
JAY ANTHONY LAUER
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
With High Honors
STACY D. LAVIN
Kalispell
With Honors
Also a major in Economics, 
With Honors
’DEBORAH D. LEDBETTER
Helena
BARBARA ANN LEECH
Bismark, North Dakota
With Honors
THOMAS WILLIAM LEMCKE
Odessa, Washington
With Honors
MICHELE LEE LEMKE
Billings
PATRICIA GUAY LESTER 
Missoula
With Honors
MARK L. LIND
Butte
’TRACY KAY LUCKOW
Swan Lake
With Honors
SCOTT ANDREW MacDONALD
Missoula
DOREEN KAY MANLEY
Laurel
With High Honors 
’STEVEN JAMES MARKOVICH 
Laurel
With Honors
■THOMAS T. MARTIN, JR.
Potlatch Beach, Washington 
■DONALD ALAN MATELICH
Missoula
’CLAYTON MATT
St. Ignatius
ELIZABETH ALICE MAUNDER
Walkerville
With High Honors
’KEVIN LEE MAYER
Glendive
KENNETH F. McARTHUR
Dillon
With Honors
’ANN VanEPS McCREE 
Missoula
With Honors
WILLIAM HOWARD McCURDY 
Polson
SUNNY KAY McDOWELL 
Cardwell
With High Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued]
'WILLIAM LEE McFARLAND
Whittier, California
ROBERT MICHAEL McGOWAN 
Butte
DAVID PRATHER McGRATH
Darien, Connecticut
CHERIE L. McMANUS
Great Falls
JAMES GEORGE McNALLY
Dillon
'MARIANNE KUJAWA MEEGAN 
Lolo
'TIMOTHY HUGH MEHRENS 
Anaconda
'KATHIE MICHAELS
Missoula
COLLEEN MARIE MILLER
Russell, Kansas
’LOU ANN MILLER
Great Falls 
STEVEN A. MILLER
Grand Rapids, Minnesota
With Honors
"ALBERT MYLES MITCHELL
Hamilton
With Honors
BRIAN MITCHELL
Missoula
RICHARD NEIL MOISEY
Missoula
"JOHN M. MONFILS
Columbia Falls
DAREN RUSSELL MOOG 
Inverness
With High Honors 
ROGER K. MUCHMORE 
Missoula
"LAWRENCE GRANT MUELLER
Great Falls
KEVIN CHARLES MURPHY
Reno, Nevada
Also Bachelor of Science 
with a major in Computer Science 
DAVID J. NARAZAKI
Tokyo, Japan
LINDA MARIE NELSON
Saugus, Massachusetts
RAYMOND GROVER NELSON 
Great Falls
DEBRA SUE NIELSEN
Reserve
RICHARD THOMAS NORINE 
Butte
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Political Science
CRAIG LOUIS NULLINER
Hamilton
LAYNE THOMAS OSTWALD
Billings
’MARK JAMES OTTMAN
Missoula
NOELLE PAIGE
Butte
With Honors
"PATRICK K. PAIGE
Billings
"JANICE L. DAVIS PANKO
Stevensville
With Honors
"B. WILLES PAPENFUSS, JR.
St. Ignatius
With Honors
"BARBARA PAPPIN
Great Falls
’SHIRL DEAN PEARSON
Chicago, Illinois
VERNA FAY PECK
Great Falls
Also a major in Home Economics
"KIM A. PILLEN
Missoula
RUSSELL KEELING PORTER
Whitefish
STEVEN THOMAS POTTS
Great Falls
With High Honors
’JAMES W. POWELL, JR.
Missoula
LYNN MARIE PREBIL
Helena
With Honors
ROBERT ORMAN PUGH
Idaho Falls, Idaho
MARK ROSS RABE
Darby
RANDY SHANE REED
Billings
"GERALD ALLEN RICHARD
Butte
WALTER WAYNE RICHARDS III
Kalispell
"COLLEEN ANN RICHARDSON
Butte
With Honors
"RUSSELL PAUL RICHARDSON
Swan Lake
BARBARA ANN RIGG
Great Falls
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
KATHLEEN M. RITTER
Great Falls
With Honors
JAMES ROBERT RITTERHOUSE
Casper, Wyoming
PERRY CRAIG ROBERTS
Billings
With Honors
’ROBERT JAY RONISH
Lewistown
MARY THERESE ROTERING 
Butte
PAULA JO RUBINO
Great Falls
With High Honors 
’KRISTINE LOUISE RUUD
Fremont, Nebraska
Also Bachelor of Science in
Recreation Management 
WILLIAM LOYD RYAN
Glenellyn, Illinois 
’JAMES ALAN SAPPINGTON
Kalispell
’GREGG EUGENE SAUTTER 
Townsend
TIMOTHY LYNN SCHIELD 
Billings
MICHAEL T. SCHMECHEL
Butte
With Honors 
'STEPHEN J. SCHNEITER 
Missoula
PATRICIA J. SCHOENER
Fargo, North Dakota 
DANIEL G. SCHREINER
Billings
With Honors
'DANIEL R. SCHROCK
Great Falls
'G. HILARY SEARLES
Great Falls
With Honors 
’ROBERT DWAINE SELK 
Missoula
With Honors
JAY THOMAS SHILHANEK
Bozeman
With Honors
Also a major in Economics 
DANIEL E. SKEIE
Billings
TIMOTHY MARK SKIFTUN 
Great Falls
BRET A. SMELSER
Sidney
BRETT W. SMITH
Helena
With High Honors
DAVID DENNIS SMOOT
Power
With Honors 
’JOHN W. SOKOLOSKI
Missoula
MARCIE ANN SOKOLOSKI 
Great Falls
WILLIAM M. SOLOMON
Great Falls
RICHARD SPADY
Great Falls
MYRON KENT SPENCE
Fort Peck
GREGORY KENT STAHL
San Jose, California
SCOTT HAROLD STANAWAY
Billings
With Honors
CINDY ANN STANDALL 
Philipsburg
GARLAND RICHARD STIFF ARM 
Great Falls
MONTY JAY STREETER 
Ryegate
’DEAN F. STUMVOLL
Glasgow
With High Honors 
MICHAEL L. STYREN
Brady
’MARC EDWIN SWANSON 
Helena
JEFFRY W. SWENSON
Greenough
’JEFFREY M. TAYLOR
Wolf Point
MICHAEL D. TICE
Roswell, New Mexico
LINDA ANN TIFFANY
Billings 
'ALEXANDRA TIVERIOS
Glenview, Illinois
ROCKY LANE TORGERSON 
Sidney
’MICHAEL GORDON TRACY 
Butte
’COLEEN CLAIRE TWEEDY 
Cut Bank
With High Honors
RANDY L. UELAND
Somers
DANIEL WILLIAM VUCKOVICH
Anaconda
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
2REGAN A. WARNER
Boise, Idaho
CHARLES WARREN WELLS
Havre
EDWARD J. WELLS
Missoula
DAVID MICHAEL WENIGER
Cut Bank
3MATTHEW SCOTT WEST
Marietta, Georgia
With Honors
DEBORAH ANNE WHITCOMB
Miami, Florida
With Honors
STEPHEN JAMES WILKINS
Helena
JIM D. WILLIAMS
Kalispell
’ARLENE M. WILSON
Bigfork
With Honors
ROGER THOMAS WITT
Bigfork
JOAN LYNDELLE WOOD
Great Falls
With High Honors
2TAK FAI YEUNG
Hong Kong
ROBERT MICHAEL ZACHMANN 
Baker
With Honors
TIMOTHY RAY ZAHLLER
Kalispell
2LYNETTE ADELL ZANDER 
Clinton
With Honors
CRAIG G. ZANON
Kalispell
With Honors
■DARREL J. ZAUNER
Kalispell
PHILLIP EUGENE ZIER
Miles City
ROBERT M. ZUNDEL
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The candidates will be presented by John J. Hunt, 
Acting Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION
TAMMY ISABELLE ALEXANDER
St. Regis
BARBARA ANN BALKO
Missoula
SUSAN KAY BARKER
Billings
CARRIE JOYCE BENDER
Bismarck, North Dakota 
With Honors 
‘RICHARD EDWARD BOURNE
Helena
SUSAN LEE BOUTON
Roxbury, New York 
With Honors
KIMBERLY BOVINGTON
Helena
With Honors
HANNAH L. BOX
Moiese
With Honors
DAVID KENNETH BRADSHAW
Drummond
‘CLAUDIA S. BROWN
Missoula
With Honors
BRUCE IAN CAMPBELL
Helena
ALISON CHRISTOPHER
Arlee
MELISSA ANN COOPER
Wilmette, Illinois
JANE MARIE COPLEY
Helena
With High Honors 
‘KATHLEEN ANN CORBALLY 
Great Falls
‘MARIE ELIZABETH CRATON
Dallas, Georgia
With Honors
JOHN F. CROSS III
Essex Center, Vermont
COLLEEN ANN DAILEY
Missoula
With Honors
ELIZABETH DIANA DANIELSON
Missoula
BONNIE YVONNE DEAN
Philipsburg 
‘KAY LEE DONOVEN
Whitewater
’NATHA ARLYNNE DYKES
Fort Worth, Texas 
SUSANNE MOON EDGAR
Missoula
CHRISTINE MARY ELGEN
Big Timber
DIANE LOUISE ELLIOTT
Columbia Falls
With Honors 
’CONSTANCE J. ESTEFAN 
Missoula
DIANE MARIE FLAMAND
Browning 
GARTH P. FLINT
Hall 
’KATHLEEN D. FOSS
Lolo
With Honors
‘NANCY SUE FRANK
Billings 
BONNIE LYNN GILBERT
Harlem 
‘NANCY NITCHKEY GRAFFIUS
Easton, Pennsylvania 
With Honors 
’DAWN R. GRANT
Port Orchard, Washington 
’KAREN MARIE GROTHEN
Missoula
CHARLENE ELLEN GUNDERSON 
Great Falls
BERNADINE IONE GURSKY
Missoula
BRUCE EDWARD HALL
Piltzville 
‘PENNY SUE HILL
Anaconda
With High Honors 
‘TIMOTHY JOHN HOGENSON 
Anaconda
With Honors
BRAD L. JACOBSON
Polson
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION (Continued)
GARY LYNN JEFFRIES
Missoula
DEBORAH LEE JOHNSON
Missoula
LOIS LEE JOHNSON
Darby
MARTA SORENSEN JOURDONNAIS 
Great Falls
With Honors
’LAURI JEAN KALBFLEISCH
Shelby
With Honors
’COLLEEN KELLEY
Spokane, Washington
JOHN M. KILLOY
Butte
Also a major in History-Political Science 
’LYNN L. KLINE
Missoula
’DARCY ANN KOHLMAN
Billings
With Honors
’TENA SEAHOLM KOZUB
Grass Range
With Honors
KATHRYNE M. McCAULEY LAYNE- 
WALTER
Missoula
With a minor in Office Administration 
’JAN LeANNE LEARY
Bonner
SONJA DURAY LEE
Billings
MARY MARGARET LEEDER
Minnetonka, Minnesota
AUDREY L. LEVINGSTON
Collinsville, Illinois
With Honors
ROBERT HENRY LINGLE
Naperville, Illinois
’SUSAN DEMING LOVELESS
Helena
PAULETTE JEANETTE REVELES MacIN- 
TYRE
Butte
With Honors
CONNIE SUE MAHLUM
Missoula
’YVETTE ELLEN MAJERUS
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada
With Honors
MARK WILLIAM MANSK
Anoka, Minnesota
’LINDA JEAN MARCOTTE
Anaconda
STEPHEN L. MARTIN
West Yellowstone
With Honors
’STEPHEN DOUGLAS MATTHEWS
Missoula
’CELESTE MAYER
Bozeman
’MARCIA LYNN MAYES
Missoula
With Honors
CARMEN McCAMISH
Baker
With High Honors
’Linda h. McCulloch
South Charleston, Ohio
With Honors
VALERI WALDEN McGARVEY
Kalispell
With High Honors
RUTH ELIZABETH McGRATH
Denver, Colorado
BARBARA RUTH McLEAN
Missoula
With Honors
DENNIS MIKAL MICKELSON
Missoula
J. SCOTT MULLIGAN
Crystal Lake, Illinois
MICHELLE E. MULLIN
Spokane, Washington
With High Honors
Also a major in Economics- 
Political Science, 
With High Honors 
’DENISE K. MUNRO
Roxbury, New York
With Honors
LINDA LEE MYERS
Billings
With Honors
’ANN LOUISE NEGUS
Bozeman
’JANE SUSAN NICHOLAS
Downers Grove, Illinois
WENDI JAY NOBLE
Lakeside
With Honors
’KATHLEEN ANNE NOREM
Kalispell
CHERYL LYNN NORINE
Butte
’KAREN ANNE NORTON
Bigfork
’LESLIE DENNIS OLY
Drummond
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION (Continued)
’MARY MARGARET PAOLI
Great Falls
BRIAN EDWARD PARKER
Billings
EDIENA PARKER-GURSKY
Pendleton, Oregon
(AMES H. PAYNE
Missoula
’KIMBERLY STRATTON PETERSEN 
Topeka, Kansas
’CRYSTAL ANN FRANKE PITTS
Thompson Falls
’JUDITH ANN PROCHORCHIK 
Chaplin, Connecticut 
With Honors
’RIXON H. RAFTER
Hobson
’CAROL ANNE RANK
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
THOMAS ALLEN RAUNIG
Great Falls
With Honors
’KEITH ROBERT RAYKOWSKI
Missoula
’ROSS WARREN REED
Missoula
’HENRY KEITH ROBISON
Sunburst
PAMELA KAY RONSETH
Whitefish
With High Honors 
’KAY M. SAGMILLER
Ronan
With Honors
JULIE A. SCHALLER
Madison, Wisconsin
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Botany 
JOHN ARNOLD SCHLAPPY 
Missoula
SANDRA KAY SCHUMACHER
Kalispell
With Honors
’PATRICIA J. SKJELSET
Missoula
PATRICIA CATHERINE SMALL
Missoula
With Honors
’LINDA DEDEN SMITH
Missoula
’CATHERINE LYALL STEGER
Grottoes, Virginia 
With Honors 
’THEODORE J. STUFF 
Havre 
With Honors 
ROBIN JO SUMPTION 
North Platte, Nebraska 
BLAINE G. TAYLOR
Missoula
DIANE FRANCES TAYLOR
Great Falls
With Honors
’TRENTON TERRY THOMAS
Great Falls
INGER MARIE TOGNETTI
Stevensville
With Honors
SUSAN LEE TOPP
Kalispell
With Honors
’LYNDA K. TROUT
Whitefish
MARTHA ANN VAUGHAN
San Antonio, Texas
With High Honors
’DANIEL M. WACKLER
Lolo
’SHERI LYNN WAGGONER
Cut Bank
With Honors
’VIKTRA LYNN WALDEN
Kalispell
With Honors
’LEE A. WELDON
Plains
With Honors
'BEVERLY ANNE WILLIAMS
Ctrpat Falls
■GERALDINE BILLIE WILLIAMS
Philadelphia, Michigan 
DANETTE WOLLERSHEIN
Missoula
With High Honors
’DONALD LEE WOOLRIDGE, JR.
Missoula
’GAIL LOKKEN WOOLRIDGE
Missoula
’WILLIAM J. ZABEL
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN HOME ECONOMICS
‘MRS. LINDA CLAIRE ANDERSON 
Whitefish
KATHLEEN McINTOSH ASICH
Split Rock, Wyoming 
LAURA LEE BERGEN
Dutton
Also a major in Education 
‘MARY KELLI CLARK
Great Falls
With Honors
'AVA MARIE ENKERUD
Glasgow
'MARY KATHRYN HEWETT-BECK
Great Falls 
LUCILE FAY HICKS
Wayzata, Minnesota 
JULIE TIMEEN HUSTON
Great Falls
With Honors
TANYA RAE JOHNSON 
Havre
LAURA L. JONES
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts in Education
STEPHANIE ANNE MASSIE
Long Beach, California 
CHRISTINE MARIE NYMAN
Anaconda
With High Honors
’LINDA ELAINE REEVES
Drummond
With Honors
’CONNIE ILENE RICE
Missoula
CYNTHIA LYNN ROTH
Chesterton, Indiana 
’MARISUSAN SMITH
Boise, Idaho
With Honors
LONIE DENISE STIMAC
Great Falls
With High Honors
DEANA LOU TURMAN
Missoula
’MARGARET MARY WESTOVER
Missoula
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEBRA MARIE BAUMAN
Rawlins, Wyoming 
CATHLEEN ANN BOCK
St. Joseph, Michigan
With Honors
LORI ANN BONAMIE
Polson
JEAN ANN CAVANAUGH
Butte
SHARON KAY DZIK
Richfield, Minnesota
JUDY ELIZABETH GOFFENA
Roundup
With Honors
COLETTE KAY GRANBOIS
Billings
THOMAS LEE GRANBOIS
Poplar
PAUL KNUTE GRIMSTAD
Billings
KIMBERLY ANN HARTMAN
Polson
With Honors
PETER JOSEPH HASQUET
Shelby
’JAMES EDWARD HOGAN
Olympia, Washington
’JEFFREY JOHN HOWARD
Missoula
BARBARA ANNE JOHANNSEN
Sunburst
With High Honors
LUCY ANN JUDGE
Whitefish
THERESA DIANE LASSISE
Missoula
’LORRAINE KAE LORENTZ
CHreat Falls
’PATRICK KRAMER LUEBSTORF
St. Paul, Minnesota
With Honors
LORI LOUISE MANZI
Mont Vernon, New Hampshire
MATTHEW R. McCALE
Philipsburg
TIMOTHY J. McGEE
Great Falls
STEVEN JOHN MURFITT
Philipsburg
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued)
'STANLEY B. PARR
Grantsdale
STEVEN POWELL ROBERTSON
Libby
JOHN BARRON ROSS
Missoula
RICHARD MONTE ROSSIGNOL
Lolo
’CARL MICHAEL SCHALLER-MARTEN
Great Falls
JULIANNE J. TAYLOR
Seattle, Washington
With Honors
’CAROL ANN WALDENBERG
Great Falls
JAMIE SHAW WALTER
Boise, Idaho
CAROL LOU WESEN
Glasgow
ANNETTE ELLEN WHITAKER
Cashmere, Washington
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN HOME ECONOMICS
KAREN R. AMARO
Penryn, California
'MARGARET ZOE KILBOURNE
Billings
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Kathryn A. Martin, 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART
’MARNIE K. FORBIS
Missoula
DONALD DEAN GAULD
Missoula
’JEANETTE BARNES GEARY
Helena 
With Honors 
’NIKKI JEAN HARRIS 
Missoula 
DEBRA ANN HEMMER
Rapid City, South Dakota
KRISTIN RUTH KRECKE
Port St. Lucie, Florida
LARRY GENE KUDER
Swea City, Iowa
BARBARA BERNIS PIETUCH
Billings
With Honors
'MARI B. RASMUSSEN
Grand Forks, North Dakota 
With Honors
DRAMA
GAY DANIELI SUTHERLAND
Phoenix, Arizona
MUSIC
PATRICIA L. CLARK
Helena
With High Honors
Also a major in German,
With High Honors 
'LAWRENCE JOHN REYNOLDS III 
Troy
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
GARY BIGELOW
Hamilton
With Honors 
GUY E. FARIER, JR.
Emigrant
’PATRICIA EMILY GALLOWAY 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
’LISA LYNN KIRKEMO
Missoula
With Honors 
’KATHLEEN MARIE OLSON 
Fridley, Minnesota
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts with a major 
in History, With Honors 
ROGER ANTHONY PARCHEN
Great Falls
With Honors
'RANDY LEE PENNINGER
Glendive
’BETH MARY REUTER
Rutherford, New Jersey 
With Honors
BARBARA KIMBERLY ROBINS
Glendive
With Honors
JUDY LOUISE ROWE
Great Falls
With High Honors
With a minor in English
’KAREN SMIGROCKY
Lyndhurst, Ohio
With Honors
LINDA URSULA STROBACK
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
'ELLIS E. TERRILL
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
FINE ARTS (Continued)
DANCE
’LISA JOHANNA ANDERSON
Monrovia, Maryland
ELAINE MARIE JOHNSON
Missoula
’STEPHANIE HELENE LINDSAY
Helena
With Honors
NANCIE PHELPS
Minneapolis, Minnesota
With Honors
’VIRGINIA ANN RUTHERFORD
Brunswick, Georgia
DRAMA
’JOSEPH S. ARNOLD
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
With Honors
BRENT J. BATTON
Clam Gulch, Alaska
With Honors
LOREN DAVID CORNEY
Glendora, California
MILLICENT STEPHANIE DIXON 
Missoula
SHERRY DENISE FOWLER 
Atlanta, Georgia
CHARLA B. SANDERSON 
Wichita, Kansas
JUDITH PATRICIA WRIGHT
Great Falls
With Honors
NANCY JEAN ZAREMSKI 
Great Falls
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
KARLA LEE BURNETT
Des Moines, Iowa
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts with a 
major in Interpersonal 
Communication
NANCY KATHRYN CARON 
Missoula
"JAMES THOMAS DRISCOLL 
Butte
JANICE LYN RAHN 
Lewistown
With Honors
CARLA JO RIPLETT
Billings
With Honors
CINDA MARIE TOMPKINS 
Helena
With High Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
CHORAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING
AND GENERAL MUSIC
LAURA LOUISE BARR
Helena
'GRACE MARIE SEAN BERG
Yuba City, California
With Honors
"ADELLA JENNY JUNKERT
Huntley
With Honors
"NANCY IRENE KUNCHEFF
Fort Peck
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Music with a major 
in Performance, With High Honors 
RHONDA ANNE RAMBO
Missoula
With Honors 
BARBARA ANN ROWE 
Shonkin
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Music with a major 
in Performance, With High Honors
"DAVID JOHN SMITH
Kent, Ohio
With Honors 
SANDRA E. STEWART 
Racine, Wisconsin 
"ELIZABETH C. WILSON 
Missoula
With High Honors
CHORAL CONDUCTING
AND GENERAL MUSIC
'CHRISTIAN JOEL BUMGARNER 
Belt
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
The candidates will be presented by Benjamin B. Stout, 
Dean of the School of Forestry
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
’JEFFREY DAVID ANDERSON
Rockford, Illinois 
’LINDA SUE ASHTON
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
BRUCE WILLIAM BARNUM
Guilderland, New York 
’GLORIA REGINA BERG
Yuba City, California
With Honors
’JOHN H. BILLETER
Missoula
GARY JOHN BJORKLUND
Edina, Minnesota 
’CAROLYN P. BLACK
Atlanta, Georgia
With Honors
MARY JANE BLACK
Fertile, Minnesota
KEITH DANE BOECKEL
Beulah, North Dakota
BARBARA JO BORCHERS
Evanston, Illinois
JENNIFER SUE BORDY
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 
WAYNE M. BRAINERD
Roxbury, New York
’DANIEL MATHEW BRANDBORG
Hamilton
ALLEN R. BRANINE
Great Falls
IAN JOE BRATKO
Park Ridge, Illinois
PENELOPE S. BRATKO
Park Ridge, Illinois
With Honors
JAMES I. BULLOCK
Rutledge, Pennsylvania
’GLENN A. BURFEIND
Rochester, Minnesota
LAWRENCE EDWARD BUSH
Silver Spring, Maryland
DANIEL J. CASSIDY
Findlay, Ohio 
’ROBERT ALAN CHRISTIAN
Columbus, Mississippi
STEPHEN LORING COALE
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania 
LISA ANN DAVIS
Hampton Bays, New York 
’MICHAEL THOMAS DeGROSKY
Denville, New Jersey 
STACIE ANN DeWOLF
Helena
KEVIN PAUL DILLEY
Spokane, Washington
With Honors
THOMAS DONOHUE
New City, New York 
’GREG DOWNING
Attleboro, Massachusetts
MARK TIMOTHY DUNTEMANN
Des Plaines, Illinois
ROBERT HARRIS ETHRIDGE III
Hudson, Ohio 
With Honors 
’SUSAN MILDRED FERRERA
Trumbull, Connecticut 
’WILLIAM ANDREW FISCHER
Lakeside
’BERTRAM B. FISHER, JR.
Greenwich, Connecticut 
’WALTER PENN FOLKER
Santa Barbara, California
MARY L. FRITSCHEN
Great Falls
ANDREA MARIE GARY
Hoffman Estates, Illinois 
With Honors
JAMES SCOTT GATES
Stevensville 
With Honors
’JENNIFER ANNE GEHRIG
Deerfield, Illinois
CHRISTOPHER JOHN GINO
La Mirada, California
MICHAEL GORDON GOELLNER
Baltimore, Maryland
GEORGE HERBERT GOMPF, JR.
Murfresboro, Tennessee 
’DAVID B. GORDON
Olympia, Washington
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN FORESTRY
’KATHY LYNN GRIFFIN
Pensacola, Florida
’SCOTT V. GUSTIN
Bellefontaine, Ohio
ELTON M. HAWK WING
Wanblee, South Dakota
JON MICHAEL HAYES
Missoula
’J. MICHAEL HENDRIX
Zeeland, Michigan
’RONDA LEE HOFELDT
Davenport, Iowa
’DANIEL RAY HORSLEY
Rapid City, South Dakota
’PAUL HAZARD HUTTER
Wilmette, Illinois
’TOBIN M. KELLEY
West Chicago, Illinois 
RONALD CHARLES KELNER
Grand Rapids, Minnesota 
’STEVEN ROBERT KENDLEY
Polson
’MITCHELL R. KUNZMAN
Warren, New Jersey
JAMES L. LABOSKY
Heath, Ohio
’SUZANNE KAY LAHTI
Kalamazoo, Michigan
WILLIAM JAMES LANE
Englewood, Colorado
DONALD G. LONG, JR.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
DANIEL LYNN MacFARLANE
Missoula
With Honors
NAOMI JANE MARTIN
Miles City
DAVID W. MASON
Missoula
PETER JOSEPH MCCARTHY, JR.
Cincinnati, Ohio 
fred j. McCartney
Great Falls
STEVEN TAYLOR McCRACKEN
Anchorage, Alaska
VALERIE JO McKEE
Colville, Washington
With Honors
DAN MEAD
Otis Orchards, Washington
JOHN K. MERCER
El Centro, California
With Honors
MARGARET MORRISON
Williamsville, New York
(Continued)
DAVID BRUCE NEILS
Libby
With Honors
DAYNA LYNN OLSON 
Stanwood, Washington
’ALAN WAYNE ONUFROCK 
West Chicago, Illinois
THERESA ANNE PERRIER
Fair Lawn, New Jersey 
’TIMOTHY LEE PERSONIUS 
Fremont, California 
With Honors
’MICHAEL STEVEN PINARD 
Long Lake, New York
’JANICE ALEXANDRA ROACH 
Kalispell
DENNIS JAY SANDBAK
Deer Lodge 
With Honors
’ROBERT LAWRENCE SANDMAN 
Missoula
MARGARET McGEE SCHENK 
Missoula
’NANCY JO A. SCHMIDT 
Bismarck, North Dakota 
’JAMIE LYNN SELLAR
Worland, Wyoming
ROBERT ANTHONY SOUREK, JR 
Independence, Ohio
’DOUGLAS JOHN SPRAY 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
With High Honors
KENNETH ALFRED STEIN 
Rancho Mirage, California 
’RICHARD DONALD STOCKER 
Hartsdale, New York
JOHN MacDONALD STONE III 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
With High Honors
’SONJA JEAN TANDE 
Timber Lake, South Dakota 
’CATHERINE ELIZABETH TAULE 
Fort Shaw
BARRY TIMOTHY UHLING 
Burbank, Washington
JANICE C. WALKER
Ulm
’JANE SCHMOYER WEBER 
Missoula
With Honors
’JAMES TODD WILSON 
San Diego, California 
WILLIAM LOUIS WOOD
Long Branch, New Jersey 
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION 
MANAGEMENT
’MARY JO ALLEN
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
’RANDY BARRETT
Missoula
’SUSAN KAY BESEL
Billings
2MARITA ANNE BROOKS
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
STEPHAN K. DICOMITIS
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
JOCELYN CURRIER DODGE
Montpelier, Vermont
LISA ANN FISHER
Upland, California
With Honors
GRETCHEN LEE GARBER
Winona, Minnesota
CHRISTYNA LYNN GREENE
Rochester, Minnesota 
’KENNETH WAYNE HEARE
Frenchtown
With Honors
’MARK KENNETH LARSON
Helena
With Honors
CAROL A. MAJESKE
Glen Mills, Pennsylvania
With Honors
’SCOTT WYATT McCOY
Tyler, Texas
CATHLEEN LYN McDONELL
Corona Del Mar, California
DOUGLAS R. McKENNA
Helena
’RICHARD A. MUSE
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
RICKY L. OLSON
Sentinel Butte, North Dakota 
JOHN C. PHILLIPS
Pittsford, New York
’JOSEPH E. PHILLIPS
Findlay, Ohio
’LEE ANN PRCHAL
Highland, Illinois
With Honors
ALISON ROBB
Livingston
’RICHARD SCHAUB
Great Bend, Kansas 
’ROGER LYNN SHRADER
Wolf Point
DOUG SIMONS
Kalispell
’DEBORA STRUTHERS
Edina, Minnesota
With Honors
2GAIL LOUISE SYLLING
Billings
With Honors
’ADRIAN TED WOODWARD
West Islip, New York 
With Honors
JAMES JOSEPH YELICH
Red Lodge
’ROBERT L. ZAGER
Kalamazoo, Michigan
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION
’LORI ANN ALLAR
Minnetonka, Minnesota 
’DAVID ALEXANDER BLAIR, JR.
Chevy Chase, Maryland 
Also a major in Geography 
’PAUL ANDREW COUNCIL
West Chester, Pennsylvania 
With Honors
MINDI HOPE FEDERMAN
Margate, New Jersey 
’JOHN FREDERICK MARTIN
Shillington, Pennsylvania 
’MICHAEL ANTHONY MOORE
San Diego, California
’CAROL LEE PETTY
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
TERI SUZANNE RICHBURG
Glencoe, Illinois
With Honors 
’ROBERT FRANCIS RIVEY
Ottumwa, Iowa
’GLENN P. SCHIFFERDECKER 
Pennsauken, New Jersey 
WALTER JOSEPH URBAN
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
’DEBBIE LYNN WALTARI
Great Falls
KATHRYN ANNE ZARNICK
Parsippany, New Jersey
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
’NORVAL R. ARMSTRONG
Scottsdale, Arizona
CLAUDIA LYNN BARESCU
Vienna, Virginia 
’BEN A. BAZE
Missoula
’TIMOTHY S. BODURTHA
Missoula
With Honors
With a minor in Zoology 
PAUL J. BROUGHTON
Monroe, Michigan 
’JENNIFER ROSE BRUNS.
Des Plaines, Illinois
With Honors
’DANIEL JUDE COLOMB
New Orleans, Louisiana
’KEVIN CRAIG COOPER
Beaverton, Oregon
With High Honors
KEVIN L. CRISP
Lawrence, Kansas
HENRY TURNER DEMMONS
Missoula
SHARON M. GAUGHAN
Chicago, Illinois
With High Honors
With a minor in Zoology
DAVY CARLTON GILLESPIE
St. Charles, Missouri 
CHRISTOPHER LOWRY GROVE
Cordova, Alaska
With Honors
Also a major in Forestry
RICHARD DAVID HAINES
Missoula
KRISTINE LEE HICKS
Norton, Ohio
DAWN MARIE HOLMES
Chicago Heights, Illinois
With Honors
ANNA L. HOLZHAUER
Washington, Illinois
CRYSTAL HUDSON
Solsberry, Indiana
PHILIP CHARLES JOHNSON
Farmington Hills, Michigan
CRAIG STEPHEN JOURDONNAIS 
Great Falls
EROME J. KOROL
Michigan City, Indiana
RICHARD LEVESQUE
Assonet, Massachusetts
With High Honors
MARK LAURENCE LUCCA
Belle Fourche, South Dakota 
With Honors
’MARIA MANTAS
Oak Lawn, Illinois
With Honors
’JINA MARIE MARIANI
Edgewater, Maryland
With High Honors
Also a major in Botany,
With High Honors
’ILSE ANN MATHER
St. Joseph, Michigan 
With Honors
’GREGORY LEE McCLURE
West Glacier
SCOTT McKAY McCORQUODALE 
Missoula
With High Honors
With a minor in Zoology
MR. BRUCE A. McINTOSH
Missoula
With Honors
’KRIS ALLEN McLEAN
Missoula
With High Honors
’JENNIFER LEA MICHAEL
St. Paul, Minnesota
PAUL ALEXANDER NEFF
Kansas City, Kansas 
’KRISTEN LOUISE NELSON
Littleton, Colorado
Also a major in Botany 
KENNETH PAUL PITT 
Missoula
With High Honors
With a minor in Zoology 
’DANIEL BRUCE POND
Missoula
’STEPHEN HAROLD PORTER
Spokane, Washington
’ROBERT O. PURDY
Schenectady, New York
JAMES R. REMES
St. Paul, Minnesota
DENNIS ARTHUR RILEY
Hauppauge, New York
With Honors
CHERYL ANNE RIPPEY
Bethesda, Maryland
KENTON ATWELL SMITH
Framingham, Massachusetts 
WILLIAM JOHN STEINOHRT, JR.
Waynesville, Ohio
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY (Continued)
LAURENCE R. SUTTON
Bozeman
3DAN J. THILMONY
Valley City, North Dakota 
’JOE L. TOTH
Hot Springs
CRAIG WEBER
Rapid City, South Dakota 
With Honors 
3NANCY ELLEN WILLIAMS
Midland, Michigan
MICHAEL KENNETH YOUNG
Missoula
With High Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
The candidates will be presented by Warren J. Brier, 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR
EDWIN HALL BENDER
Bozeman
HEIDI MICHELLE BENDER
Akron, Ohio
With Honors
Also a major in Political 
Science, With Honors
MICHAEL SPRADLIN*CRATER
Colts Neck, New Jersey
With Honors
DEBORAH JOHANNA DAVIS
Superior
With Honors
G. DANIEL DeWEESE
Nisland, South Dakota 
CLARK BRYAN FAIR
Soldotna, Alaska
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in English, 
With Honors
’ROSETTA MARIE FRANCOIS
New Orleans, Louisiana
GREGORY DEAN GADBERRY
Anchorage, Alaska
2STEVE ALLEN GRAYSON
Whitefish
’NANCI LYNN JEFFRIES
Billings
"NORMAN A. JOHNSON
Worden
DWIGHT PATRICK McDANIEL
Six Mile, Texas 
KAREN LOUISE McGRATH
Billings
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR
’MICHAEL A. DAHL
Great Falls
'LLOYD R. DICKEY
Helena
’DENISE MARIE DOWLING
Helena
With High Honors 
NORMAN ROMNEY DUNBAR 
West Yellowstone
OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
"TERRY LEE MESSMAN-RUCKER 
Great Falls
With Honors
JEAN FRANCES MUNCH 
Libby
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Social Work 
RITA CELESTE MUNZENRIDER 
Helena
BARBARA JEAN NEILSON 
Duluth, Minnesota
DOUG O’HARRA
Columbus, Ohio
With Honors
"JANICE PETRONI
Butte 
NATALIE KAY PHILLIPS 
Missoula
With Honors
PAULINE RANIERI
Great Falls
TIMOTHY ALAN ROGERS 
Butte
MARY BRIDGET SHANAHAN 
Whitefish
MARK THOMAS SMITH 
Bozeman
AMY BOWEN STAHL
St. Paul, Minnesota
Also a major in Art
"PATRICK JOSEPH SULLIVAN 
Thompson Falls
PAUL RADCLIFF VANDEVELDER 
Missoula
ARTS IN RADIO-TELEVISION
"ROGER WAYNE FUHRMAN 
Missoula
Also a major in Political
Science, With Honors 
"KIMBERLY GORDON 
Billings
"BRIAN J. HANDEL
Lolo 
’PENNY LIL HAVLOVICK 
Polson
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
RADIO-TV (Continued)
■MICHAEL R. KORN
Hinsdale, Illinois
’MOLLY ANN KRETZ
Mercer Island, Washington
E. SHARON ASHLEY LANKHORST
Missoula
■SOLOMON ELIA LEVY
Sheepshead Bay, New York 
’DARREL FRANK MAST
Glendive
With Honors
LINDSAY JOHN McNAY
Missoula
With a minor in History
JAMES G. MOREHOUSE 
Tucson, Arizona
GARY EARL PEARSON 
Missoula
’RONALD S. PETERSON 
Alameda, California
’ROBIN MURIEL TAYLOR 
Butte
With High Honors
’JOHN MICHAEL WALLACE 
Long Beach, California
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND
ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Philip Catalfomo, 
Dean of the School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MARK GLENN BOHR
Bigfork
Also Bachelor of Science in
Microbiology
LAURIE JEAN FRASER 
Missoula
With High Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts with a major 
in Biology, With High Honors
MARLENE VIVIAN SHAW 
Fort Benton
With Honors
NATHAN OSCAR TOWN
Brigham City, Utah
BRUCE J. UTSEY
Eugene, Oregon
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MICROBIOLOGY
DAVID B. BAKKEN
Medicine Lake
DEBRA A. BARTLETT
Largo, Florida
With Honors
’EUGENE FRANKLIN BURWELL
Missoula
JAMES THOMAS DONOVAN
Missoula
MICHAEL TIMOTHY EGAN 
Great Falls
With Honors
’RUTHANN KREIDER
Missoula
’JOSEPH MICHAEL SNYDER 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts with a 
major in Political Science
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHARMACY
’GARY B. ALEXANDER
St. Regis
DIANE KATHLEEN CAMPBELL
North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania 
’EILEEN A. COLVILL
Missoula
’JANET S. COOMBS
Missoula
With Honors
’CHARLES W. EWALT
Missoula
BARBARA JEAN FUNK
Wolf Point
MARK K. HARRIS
Missoula
’PATRICIA MARIE HEALY
South Lake Tahoe, Nevada 
DANIEL S. HUNT
Missoula
With Honors
’JULIE ANN JACKSON
Carter
With Honors
TODD MITCHELL KNIGHT
Ocean City, New Jersey 
ALEXANDR E. KOSYAK
Hoopeston, Illinois
CLARK MERLE LYDA
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
PHARMACY (Continued)
JEAN MARIE MEDVED
Kalispell
GREGORY LEE MITCHELL
Dillon
PATRICIA MARIE MITCHELL
Dillon
With High Honors
NANCY ANNE NICKMAN
Helena
’GODWIN UCHENNA OGOWA
Enugu, Anambra, Nigeria
PATRICIA LYNN ORLANDO
Harlem
With Honors
BRUCE S. ORTISI
Missoula
’LAURIE JEAN TANNEHILL PETERS
Kalispell
EUGENE MARK PETRILLI
Choteau
JAMES W. ROLLE
Leeds, North Dakota 
With Honors
GEORGE WILLIAM SCHISSLER
Pompeys Pillar
SUE ANN SCHULZ
Missoula
JEFFREY ALAN SEIDENSTICKER 
Dillon
With Honors
DANIEL ROBERT STRUCKMAN
Missoula
JUDITH ANNE VANDER LINDE 
Wellsville, New York
With Honors
ROBIN GAIL WHEELER
Milton-Freewater, Oregon
With Honors
NANCY ROBOCKER WISE
Kalispell
JO LYNN WOODFORD
Fairfield
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
’ALICE JENNETT BUCHANAN
Fromberg 
With Honors 
’TIMOTHY J. CORDIAL 
Missoula 
’PAULA Z. DILLON 
Missoula 
With Honors 
’JOYCE WILGENBUSCH DOUGAN 
Missoula 
With Honors 
’WILLIAM JAMES DUFFY 
Helena
’DEBRA KAY ERKENS
Billings
With High Honors
’JANICE M. GEHRKE
Clearwater, Minnesota 
With Honors 
’GARY FRANKLIN LUSIN 
Fort Benton
’KARLA J. McGUIRE 
Centerville
With Honors
’KARLA GAIL MOBLEY 
Missoula
With Honors 
’ROSEMARY RUTH POOR 
Helena
With Honors
’SUSAN M. PORTER
Deer Lodge
With High Honors 
’ANN POWER
Helena
With Honors 
’CATHRYN WILSON RASE 
Missoula
With High Honors 
’LINDA KAY SPERRY 
Delta, Colorado
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY SCIENCES
WILLIAM DENNIS DOLAN
East Helena 
With Honors
EARL IRA EDWARDS
Twin Bridges 
With Honors
LISE ANN ESCHENBURG 
Helena
’PAMELA JOAN JENKINS 
New Hyde Park, New York 
’PAIGE ALISON MERRIAM 
Bloomington, Indiana
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
’MICHAEL L. ALLEN ....................................................................
B.A., Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, 1976
’WILLIAM BURTON ANDREWS II ...........................................
B.A. in B.Ad., Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas, 1977
’WARREN M. BARTLETT...........................................................
B.A., University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, 1973
DAVID E. BOGGIE, JR.................................................................
B.S., New jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, 1977
DONALD KEITH BOWMAN ......................................................
B.S. in B.Ad., Washington State University, Pullman, 1978
’JOHN P. BOYER ...........................................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1969
’COLLEEN YVONNE BRADLEY................................................
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
’ROBERT DEAN BRAUGHTON .................................................
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
KATHLEEN M. BRAUNBERGER ..............................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
MARY SUSAN BRENNER..........................................................
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
DANIEL THOMAS BRESSON ....................................................
B.A., Cedarville College, Ohio, 1979
DARRELL LESLIE BROWN ........................................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1976
PAULA WERNER BUTLER ........................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
’JAY COURTNEY CAVENDISH .................................................
B.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1975
’RICHARD JOSEPH CHAVEZ ......................................................
B.A., St. John’s University, Collegeville, Minnesota, 1977
DAVID MICHAEL CLARK-SNUSTAD .....................................
B.A., Moorhead State University, Minnesota, 1970
STEVEN FRANCIS CLARKE ......................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1977
’DEAN T. CORS .......................................................................
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
’PAUL J. CURTIS .........................................................................
B.A., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1977
WILLIAM EDWARD DAHLGREN ..............................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1975
JOSEPH LEE DORRIS .................................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado 1974
’JAMES ALLEN EDGCOMB ....................................................
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1974
....................... Vernal, Utah 
...... Kansas City, Missouri 
............Clearwater, Florida 
South Orange, New Jersey 
...... Espanola, Washington 
....................Prosper,.Texas 
.................................Billings 
................................ McLeod 
.............................. Kalispell 
...............................Belgrade 
............. Sussex, Wisconsin 
..............................Missoula 
......................... Great.Falls 
................ Cincinnati, Ohio 
...........St. Paul, Minnesota 
............................. Missoula 
....Estelline, South Dakota 
....................Mesa, Arizona 
........Roseville, Minnesota 
.............................Missoula 
.................... McCall, Idaho 
.... Los Angeles, California
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
WILLIAM B. ENGEL .................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
WILLIAM J. FURDELL........................................................................................................ Great FalIs
B.A., Gannon College, Erie, Pennsylvania, 1965
Ph.D., Kent State University, Ohio, 1970
’DARRELL LEE GETTMAN .................................................................. San Bernardino, California 
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
HALEY......................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., San Jose State University, California, 1978
’VESTER M. HASSON III ...................................................................................... Beaumont, Texas 
B.B.A., Lamar State College of Technology, Beaumont, Texas, 1976
DIANNE BURLING HAVENS ....................................................................................Bellbrook, Ohio
B.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1975
’MANSFIELD K. HOAG .......................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
’DEAN E. JOHNSON ........................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1973
JEFFREY DAVID KAPLAN ............................................................................................. Great Falls
B.S., Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1973
’PIETER A. KES ........................................................................................................Avon, Connecticut
B.S., Syracuse University, New York, 1966
’MICHAEL J. KNORRE ................................................................................... Spokane, Washington
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1971
’KEVIN MICHAEL LAWLER ......................................................................... Rochester, Minnesota 
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
JERRY ALFONSO LEE .................................................................................New Orleans, Louisiana
B.S., Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1978
’DONALD ALBERT LEWIS ..................................................................Colorado Springs, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1973
SUSAN I. SHULL MARDOCK ........................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1970
LYNDON C. MARSHALL ..................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1978
’JAMES R. MOHLER................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
’VAN ALLEN MORSE ........................................................................................... Lewisville, Texas 
B.B.A., North Texas State University, Denton, 1968
JOHN ROBERT MURPHY .......................................................................... N. St. Paul, Minnesota
B.A., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1979
PATRICK THOMAS NOONEY ....................................................................Kirkland, Washington 
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1971
WILLIAM JEFFREY O’QUINN ....................................................................................... Great Falls 
B.S. in B.Ad., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1976
’HOWARD RICHARD PAY ...................................................................................Boulder, Colorado 
B.S. in B.Ad., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1973
MORRIS BENNETT PETERS ......................................................................................Oxford, Ohio
B.A., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1970
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1978
’RICHARD EUGENE PRINS...............................................................................Webb City, Missouri
B.S.C., University of Louisville, Kentucky, 1977
’FREDERICK ROBERT RAUCH II .........................................................Charleston, South Carolina
B.S. in B.Ad., The Citadel, Charleston, South Carolina, 1977
RANDALL ALAN RICE .........................................................................................  Beaumont, Texas
B.A., LaMar State University, Beaumont, Texas, 1976
G^Y>,?ICH!*S0N ..................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1980
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
’BRADLEY J. ROBINSON ....................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
’VICKI JEAN SAULTER SAXBY ...........................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1977
DALE NORMAN SCHUMAN...................................................................................................Billings
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1981
KATHRYN CELESTE SCHWANKE.....................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
DONALD E. SESSIONS ..................................................................................................  Great Falls 
B.S., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1958
’DAVID COURTNEY SKILLING...............................................Washington, District of Columbia
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1976
’RONALD E. SMITH.................................................................................................................Bozeman
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
’REDDEN C. SNYDER ............................................................................................................ Missoula
B.S., Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana, 1971
WILLIAM R. SQUIRES.......................................................................................................... Missoula
B.B.A., Valdosta State College, Georgia, 1976
PAMELA STEFFAN TRAFFORD ........................................................................................... Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
MARJORIE ANN WALLINDER............................................................................................Hamilton
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
’DANNER T. WELLS.............................................................................................Richmond, Virginia
B.A., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1976
MARK JOSEPH WHETSTONE .............................................................................  Cincinnati, Ohio
B.G.S., University of Cincinnati, Ohio, 1978
’JOHN L. WOOD.....................................................................................................................Miles City
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
AND DISORDERS
’KAREN J. AUNE ..................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
’LISA BA YE ........................................................................,.................................................. Missoula
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1978
’THERESA STARKE METROPOULOS ................................................................................... Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
’SARAH KOEHNE SCHARFENAKER ............................................................................... Hamilton
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
’LOUISE MARIE SNYDER ................................................................................ Montague. Michigan
B.S., Northern Michigan University, Marquette, Michigan, 1979
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
’ELBERT MARION BEAUNEIR ..................................................................................... Stevensville 
B.A. in Educ., University of Arizona, Tucson, 1972
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
EDUCATION (Continued)
’MARLENE EDNA BELTRAMO..............................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of The Pacific, Stockton, California, 1962
2JOHN H. BROCKLESBY ....................................................................Bow Island, Alberta, Canada
B.A., B.Ed., University of Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, 1969, 1973
’GORDON RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN ................................................................................ Denton 
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
’HELEN R. (COLTER) CHREST .....................................................................................East Helena 
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1969
’HELEN V. CHUMRAU ...........................................................................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1963
’DELIA SHARON COBELL .................................................................................................... Browning
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1965
J. GARTH COX............................................................................................................................ Polson
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
’RAYMOND ARTHUR DeLONG .............................................................................................. Somers
B.S. in Sec.Ed., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1972
MARK S. ELWAY ................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
2JUDY SIBLERUD FRADLEY.............................................................................................. Lewistown
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971
’MARVA MOORE GALLEGOS .............................................................................................. Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
’STEVEN C. GAUB ...................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
JOYCE A. GOODSTRIKER .....................................................................Standoff, Alberta, Canada
B.A. in Educ., University of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, 1976
ROBERT KEVIN HAMMOND ................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1969
’ESTHER GABRIELSON HAND ............................................................................................Kalispell
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1950
’ELBERT S. HATCHER................................................................................................................. Shelby
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1979
’DENNIS F. HEALY ....................................................................................... Williston, North Dakota
B.S. in Educ., Minot State College, North Dakota, 1973
’DAPHNE RENAY HOLMES HOFSCHULTE ..................................................North Pole, Alaska 
B.A., Westman College, Lemars, Iowa, 1965
2LEE MICHAEL HOLMER................................................................................................. Stevensville
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1965
’MAUREEN T. HOWE .....................................................................................................................Butte
B.S. Sec. Educ., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1970
’PENNY JANE JAKES ................................................................................................................... Moore
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
’CAL L. JOHNSON....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., Wayne State College, Nebraska, 1969
’LeROY D. JOHNSON...............................................................................Camrose, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1968
’SANDRA KAY JORE ............................................................................................................... Kalispell
B.S., Illinois State University, Normal, 1966
ROBERT D. JOSCELYN.................................................................................................... Frenchtown
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1974, 1976
2MARILYN GAINES KAPHAMMER................................................................................... Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1969
SUSAN LEOBA KAPHAMMER...........................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
EDUCATION (Continued)
’VALERIE RIMBY KELLOGG ..............................................................................................Lewistown
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1978
JAMES D. KELLY...................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1971
NOREEN A. KOZELUH.........................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1972
CHARLES D. La BUZ...........................................................................................Oneonta, New York
B.S., State University College, Oneonta, New York, 1973
’ROBERT EDWARD LARSON, SR.................................................................................. Great Falls 
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
’RAENELLE MAXWELL LEES ..................................................................................................Billings
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1968
THOMAS ROBERT LEINART ...................................................... Fort Benton
B.A., University of Montana, 1972 ..........................
’EMILY ALICE LENNON ...................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S. in Elem. Educ., Montana State University, Bozeman 1965
,ZpNqNImH^ CAy LOOK’NG ........................................................................................... Browning
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1979
MICHAEL JAMES LUDWELL ............................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., Loyola University of Los Angeles, California, 1972
’LYNN H. MAVENCAMP ......................................................................  Malta
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1972
LINDA C. McCLATCHY ...................................................................... Hp]
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
DOROTHY A. McVEIGH .......................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1979
’RONALD OWEN MEREDITH ..................................................................... Bake
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
’HELEN BETTY STULC MILLER.............................................. Winifrpd
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1964
’JOSEPH E. MIRICH ................................................................ ,
B.A., University of Montana, 1970 ................................................. tssou a
’KATHLEEN JEANNE MORSE ......... n •
B.A., M.A., Siena Heights College, Adrian, Michigan, 1974, 1975
’STUART COLQUHOUN ORMSBEE ..................... ’ „ ...
B.A., University of Montana, 1974 .................................................................. Hamilton
BARBARA JOAN PARKER ........................................ u ..
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973..................................................................... Hamilton
MARY LU BROWN PIERCE ....................................
B.A., Western Washington University, Beiiineham 1972......................................................Arlee
’VINIA DOYLE ROBERTS .................................*'
B.A., University of Cincinnati, Ohio, 1971.............................................................................. Dillon
’ROBERT M. SAMARDICH ............................... ... .
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana 1972 ...........................................................Missoula
’RICHARD L. SHAFFER.................. n n » . „
B.S., State College, Lock Haven, Pennsyivania"1967...........................Bellefonte, Pennsylvania
’DEBORAH MAGEE SHERER ........................................
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman 1977 rowning
’KAREN C. SMITH ..................... ...................
B.M.E., University of Montana, 1975 ................................................................Missoula
MORSE DUANE SMITH ..................................
B.S., Eastern Oregon College, La Grande, 1970....................................................................... Arlee
’JOANNE M. TAYLOR .......................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971 .............................................................Missoula
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
EDUCATION (Continued)
GEORGE O. TROXEL, JR..........................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
2NANCY SUE TYPINSKI ................................................................................................. Great Falls 
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969
’RONALD J. TYPINSKI ............................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
’JAMES W. WENDEROTH ...................................................................................................Missoula 
B.S. in B.Ad., East Carolina University, Greenville,
North Carolina, 1971
2DONALD A. WETZEL ............................................................................................................Browning
B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1972
’DONALD MARK WICKERSHAM........................................................................................ Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
MARTA L. YORK .................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1973
SHARON MARIE YOULD ..................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ART
BARBARA JOFFE HURSH......................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1975
DAVID R. MAI ............................................................................................................. Leoti, Kansas
B.F.A., Kansas City Art Institute, 1978
KENNETH M. SPECTOR ...................................................................................... Sarasota, Florida
B.A., University of South Florida, Tampa, 1973
ROBERT STEPHEN WICK ..............................................................................................  Great Falls
B.F.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1975, 1981
CREATIVE WRITING
SANDRA ALCOSSER............................................................................................................... Florence
B.A., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1972
SCOTT L. DAVIDSON ........................................................................................................ Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
LISA FENTON ...........................................................................
B.G.S., Ohio University, Athens, 1980
2KARL GUSTAV GARSON .......................................................
B.S., Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1963
JOHN JEB GOINS .....................................................................
B.A., B.S., University of California, Riverside, 1976, 1976 
’FREDERIC MATTHEW HAEFELE .........................................
...Latrobe, Pennsylvania
Cedar Grove, Wisconsin
......Riverside, California
............................Missoula
A.B., Boston University, Massachusetts, 1968
JACK HEFLIN ......................................................................................................
A.B., M.A., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1976, 1979
Perryville, Missouri
Graduate Degrees
CREATIVE WRITING (Continued)
2CHRISTINE KENT KABLER ............................................................................. Manalapan, Florida
A.B., Mount Holyoke College, S. Hadley, Massachusetts, 1974
LORI LEE LAFFRADO.......................................................................................... Buffalo, New York
A. B., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, 1979
2DOUGLAS H. MYERS.....................................................................................................Stevensville
B. A., University of Montana, 1972
EMILY RANSDELL Missoula
A. B., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1978
SUZANNE MARIE RAYNARD................................................................... Weaverville, California
B. A., California State University, Chico, 1980
KENNETH JAMES SCHEXNAYDER ............................................................Memphis, Tennessee
B.A., Memphis State University, Tennessee, 1980
MICHELE MARIE-LOUISA TAIPALE..........................................................Seattle, Washington
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1980
DRAMA
TONI ROSELYN CROSS .......................................................................................... Hayti, Missouri
B.F.A., Memphis State University, Tennessee, 1977
JAMES PETER DESCHENES Peabody, Massachusetts
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
’CHRISTOPHER THOMAS FRANDSEN ..............................................................Davenport, Iowa
B.A., St. Ambrose College, Davenport, Iowa, 1977
’BRUCE W. HOPKINS .................................................................................Ellensburg, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1969
SUSAN J. MAI.................................................................................................................Leoti, Kansas
B.A., Fort Hays State University, Hays, Kansas, 1975
M.A., Emporia State University, Kansas, 1976
CRAIG KENYON MENTEER ...............................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
,P^bIPJ- P?T.EJRS........... ........................................................................................Phoenix, Arizona
A. B., Humboldt State College, Arcata, California, 1976
Hd STEPHEN WING.............................................................................................................. Missoula
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1974
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY
RHONDA KOTTMAN McCANN......................................
B.S., Missouri Western State College, St. Joseph 1978
KURT BRAUN TEUBER .....................................„
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1979
...........Weston, Missouri
Palos Verdes, California
THE DEGREE OF MASTER 
OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
’ANNE BROWNSON MIZE ......................................
A.B., Duke University, Durham, North Carolina,1968
Arlee
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
COMPOSITION
ANDREW FREDERICK FLOBERG....................................................................................... Billings
B.M., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1980
CHARLES E. MILLER............................................................................................................. Missoula
B.M., North Texas State University, Denton, 1967
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
GEOFFREY TAYLOR BADENOCH......................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
■RAYMOND A. DOMASKIN ...................................................
B.A., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1972
JAMES EDWARD FITZGERALD ...........................................
B.A., California State University, Dominguez Hills, 1977
’EUGENE F. HUNTINGTON...................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
KATHI J. DOERR MITCHELL ................................................
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1977
SULE ADETUNJI SARUMI .....................................................
B. of Management, University of Lethbridge, Alberta,
Canada, 1979
HELEN MARGARET SEEL......................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
......................... Bozeman
Clarkston, Washington
................... East Helena
............................Helena
................................. Lolo
............. Ibadan, Nigeria
........................Missoula
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FOR TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
■CAROL LEE TROXELL................................................................................Lancaster, Pennsylvania
B.S., Millersville State College, Pennsylvania, 1977
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FOR TEACHERS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HERBERT (HIB) MATTER ..........................................................................................................Libby
B.A., Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut, 1975
B-A., Illinois Benedictine College, Lisle, Illinois, 1975
PAUL V. SULLIVAN ............................................................................................................ Anaconda
B.S., University of Montana, 1960
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY
JUDITH L. ADOLPH ............................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1978
DENNIS ALLEN BURNES ..........................................................................................Morris, Illinois ,
A. B., Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, 1979
2STEPHEN HARNOS..................................................................... Upper Saddle River, New Jersey
B. S., Albright College, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1977
JON ERIC PETERSON...................................................................................... Council Bluffs, Iowa
B.A., Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa, 1977
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
"ROBERT A. BOLDI ......................................................................................... Lynn, Massachusetts
B.S., Boston College, Massachusetts, 1974
JOHN PATRICK BYRNE ................................................................................. Alexandria, Virginia
B.A., College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, 1977
"ELIZABETH ANNEMARIE CONTER ..........................................................San Diego, California
B.A., University of California, San Diego, 1978
TERRY L. EGENHOFF ................................................................................................ Riddle, Oregon
B.A., Eastern Oregon State College, La Grande, 1978
R. EDWARD GRUMBINE ..........................................................................................Valdez, Alaska
B.A., Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1976
DONALD K. HODEK ..................................................................................... Brocket, North Dakota
B.S., Valley City State College, North Dakota, 1980
'SUSAN LYNNE KLEIN .............................................................................. Overland Park, Kansas
B.A., Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1976
CHRIS KRONBERG ................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University, Madison,
New Jersey, 1976
JUDY MARIE MAJEWSKI .................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Sangamon State University, Springfield, Illinois, 1973 '
JAMES B. McNAIRY ........................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Houston, Texas, 1975
HAROLD WILLIAM ROBBINS................................................................................................. Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
"RICHARD GUY STEFFEL ........................................................................................Ellijay, Georgia
B.A., Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1975
■WILLIAM A. STIKKER ....................................................................................................... Missoula 
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1977
EVELYN FRANCES TREIMAN ............................................................ Los Alamos, New Mexico
B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1976
FORESTRY
■PATRICK J. FLOWERS......................................................................................................Stow, Ohio
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1978
VIRGINIA KNOWLES GRAHAM.....................................................North Hollywood, California
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1977
■LYNN ALLEN HERMAN .................................................................................... Hancock, Michigan
B.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1969
GERARD ANTHONY MAJERUS...................................................................St. Cloud, Minnesota
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
Graduate Degrees
FORESTRY (Continued)
WILTON STANLEY MITMAN ............................................................................................Missoula
A.B., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1976
ELIZABETH REINHARDT....................................................................................................Missoula
A. B., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1978
!NANCY E. RICHARDSON Wahpeton, North Dakota
B. S., North Dakota State University, Fargo, 1977
TIMOTHY L. WEBB............................................................................................ Dearborn, Michigan
B.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1980
JOHN HERBERT WOODS ................................................... Castlegar, British Columbia, Canada
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
GEOLOGY
SALAH AL-KHIRBASH .............................................................................................  Sanaa, Yemen
B.Sc., Sana’s University, Yemen, 1978
DAVID GEORGE ALLEMAN ....................................,..............................................  Alleman, Iowa
B.S., Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, 1980
PETER ERNST BARKMANN ......................................................................Santa Fe, New Mexico
B.S., Western Washington University, Bellingham, 1976
PHILIP M. BARRETT ....................................................................................  Spokane, Washington
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1974
ROBERT L. BURNHAM ...........................................................................  Andover, Massachusetts
A.B., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1980
BRUCE APPLEGATE CARTER ...................................................................Rockville, Connecticut
A. B., Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, 1977
C. CAREY COSSABOOM ..................................................................................................... Missoula
B. S., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 1976
CHARLES DALBY...................................................................................................................Forsyth
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
SARA SUE FOLAND..........................................................................................Fort Wayne, Indiana
B.S., Indiana University, Fort Wayne, 1979
JOHN PETER GROTZINGER .........................................  Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
B.S., Hobart College, Geneva, New York, 1979
JOHN POWELL HERRLIN, JR.................................................................. Garden City, New York
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
■SCOTT JENNINGS ................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, 1970
MILO JAMES JOHNSON ............................................................................. Smithtown, New York
B.S., Wheaton College, Illinois, 1978
PETER PERRY JOHNSON....................................................................... Wellesley, Massachusetts
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1974
GAIL LEIGH KIRCHNER.......................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, 1977
MARGUERITE (MEG) C. KREMER .................................................................... Kankakee, Illinois
B.A., Humboldt State University, Arcata, California, 1980
pAUL WILLIAM KUHN .........................................................................................................Missoula
A.B., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1978
JAMES C. LISTER ................................................................................. Greenville, South Carolina
B.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia, 1975
(RICHARD F. MOORE ......................................................................................... Taos, New Mexico
_B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1979
-HRISTOPHER JOHN MURRAY ...................................................... Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
ROBERT J. NYSTROM ........................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1977
Graduate Degrees
GEOLOGY (Continued)
ROBERT P. PFOUTS ......................................................................................................... Lima, Ohio
B.A., College of Wooster, Ohio, 1976
’PETER WATSON RANKIN ...........................................................................Spokane, Washington
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1976
JUDITH L. REESE .................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, 1980
JANET SUE ROEMMEL ....................................................................................... Seymour, Indiana
B.S., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1980 
'DONALD JOHN SCHISSEL.....................................................................................................Billings
B.A., Amherst College, Massachusetts, 1974
SUSAN MARIE SLOVER ...........................................................................................Houston, Texas
B.A., Rice University, Houston, Texas, 1979
SUSAN MARIE VUKE ........................................................................................................Missoula
A. B., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1973
'GERALD A. ZIEG .........................................................................................White Sulphur Springs
B. A., University of Montana, 1979
MICROBIOLOGY
’DAVID BRUCE BAUER...................................................................................Rochester, New York
B.A., University of Rochester, New York, 1976
’PETER EDWARD CODERRE..................................................................Portsmouth, Rhode Island
B.S., University of Vermont, Burlington, 1979
DONALD JAMES FINN.........................................................................................................Missoula
B.S.M.T., University of Montana, 1976
JUDE ONYESO NWOSU...........................................................................................Owerri, Nigeria
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1978
PAMELA M. OBEY...................................................................................... Rhinelander, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1980
TRESA LEN QUOSS-GOINS ........................................................................... Fontana, California
B.A., University of California, Riverside, 1976
'JUDY SMITH SANDERSON ...............................................................................................Cut Bank
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
’MARGARET VIVIAN WILLIAMS ................................................................. Lakewood, Colorado
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1978
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BRUCE W. HEIDEL ................................................................................................................. Broadus
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1974
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
’JULIE ANN GARCIA.........................................................................................San Jose, California
B.S., San Jose State College, California, 1977
RURAL TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
’ALI ADIBI ........................................................................................................................ Tehran, Iran
M.S., Pahlavi University, Tehran, Iran, 1969
'MARGARET HAZLEWOOD CLARK ............................................................Georgetown, Guyana
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
MICHAEL R. COOLEY ........................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
’TODD GATES ...............................................................................................
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, 1977
Marshfield, Wisconsin
Graduate Degrees
2STEVEN W. ALBERT
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
..............................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1966
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1977
DALE MYRON BECKER ............................................................................................Woodbine, Iowa
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1980
2GARY WHITESIDE BURNETT ........................................................................  Woodstock, Illinois
B.S., University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, 1977 
’PAUL JOSEPH CONRY...........................................................
B.S., Arizona State University, Tempe, 1974
’GARY LESLIE DAY.................................................................
B.S., Moorhead State College, Minnesota, 1974 
J.D., University of Montana, 1981
W. DANIEL EDGE.....................................................................
B.S.F., B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1979, 1979
..................... Missoula
.Menahga, Minnesota
Memphis, Tennessee
RODNEY W. FLYNN ..................................................................................................Hornick, Iowa
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1974
’PAUL DOUGLAS HAMPTON ................................................................................W. Yellowstone
B.S., University of Montana, 1978
’PAMELA RAE KNOWLES..................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977 
'LEONARD L. KOPEC ........................................................
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1978
ROSEMARY HARGER LEACH........................................
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
'JOHN CLEMENT MALLOY, JR........................................
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
MICHAEL JAMES RABENBERG .....................................
B.S., South Dakota State University, Brookings, 1978 
’HARRIE WHEATON SHERWOOD .................................
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1974
DONALD D. YOUNG, JR..................................................
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1978
HUGH SAMUEL ZACKHEIM ..........................................
A.B., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1974
..............................Missoula
........ Indianapolis, Indiana
...............................Missoula
..............................Missoula
...... Centerport, New York
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
.......................Twin Bridges
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
•Z
BARBARA SPRINGER BECK.................................................................................Edina, Minnesota
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
GARY A. McLEAN .................................................................................................................Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
CHARLES MILO McLEOD.................................................................................................... Missoula
B. of Univ. Studies, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, 1976
KARL WILLARD SCHMIEDESKAMP ....................................................................................Huntley
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
JOHN FULTON TAYLOR ............................................................. Pine Grove Mills, Pennsylvania
B.A., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1974
Graduate Degrees
ART
ROBERT THOMAS HOCKING ....................................................................... Hibbing, Minnesota
B.A., Hamline University, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1977
CURTISS ALAN JUST ............................................................................... Sisseton, South Dakota
B.S., Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota, 1981
BOTANY
ANNE FOSTER BRADLEY .................................................................... Los Alamos, New Mexico
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1977
•PATRICIA L. MEINHARDT ................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
’JOHN R. PIERCE ....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1974
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
•ALIDA WRIGHT BLAIR..............................................................................................Columbia Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
SARAH ANN BRETTHOLLE .................................................................... Carnegie, Pennsylvania
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
2JAN ELIZABETH BRYGGMAN ........................................................................ Salinas, California
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1979
MILDRED COOK FITZPATRICK......................................................................................... Missoula
A. B., Middlebury College, Vermont, 1971
M.E., University of Montana, 1978
2JOYCE IRENE FORRESTER.......................................................................................................Dillon
B. S., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1979
2LYNN V. HARRIS ................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
•KATHERINE TRAPP HEIDER ........................................................................... Lansing, Michigan
B.A., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1978
•SUSAN LORRAINE SHEA .................................................................Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1979
•DALE K. SMITH...................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana, 1975
EDUCATION
2DENNIS JOE La BONTY............................................................................................................. Havre
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1971
ENGLISH
JO ANNE ALTONEN CHURCH...................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1972
M. ANTOINETTE GRAHAM .............................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1949
BETSY C. HOLMQUIST .......................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
•PATRICIA ANN KELLY ........................................................................................ Hemet, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
•DANIEL ALAN LAMBERTON .............................................................................................Bozeman
B.A., Walla Walla College, College Place, Washington, 1971
•PADDY O’CONNELL MacDONALD................................................................................... Missoula
A.B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1969
Graduate Degrees
ENGLISH (Continued)
MARK W. OSTEEN .................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
•BARBARA ANN PASCHKE ...................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967
1 'WILLIAM RICHARD TAYLOR ..............................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1968
ERIC WILTSE ................................................................................................Springville, New York 
B.A., State University College, Buffalo, New York, 1974
FRENCH
JOAN MARIE JONES .......................................................................................................... Missoula 
B.A., College of St. Teresa, Winona, Minnesota, 1976
I JOHN E. SHRYOCK ............................................................................................................. Kalispell 
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1971
GEOGRAPHY
JOHN J. FILCHAK III .......................................................................................................... Missoula 
I B.A., University of Montana, 1979
li NANCY LYNN OGOWA........................................................................... Toronto, Ontario, Canada
B.A., York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1979
|| PETER CRAIG REYNOLDS.................................................................................................... Missoula
t A.B., Middlebury College, Vermont, 1969
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
I 'LISA J. ALTMAN ............................................................................................................Logan, Iowa 
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
I DEBORAH R. BADENOCH ................................................................................................. Missoula 
L B.A., University of Montana, 1977
II DEBRA HELEN BREUER ..................................................................................Rochester, Minnesota
B.A., St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, 1978
I PHILIP J. BURGESS ................................................................................................................. Fairview
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1966
I 2B. SCOTT DANIELS ............................................................................................................ Missoula 
B.A., George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia, 1971
I ’ARMAND L. FANGSRUD........................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1963
M.E., University of Montana, 1967
I CAROL ANN FRAZER ............................................................................. M. Missoula
I B.A., Brescia College, Owensboro, Kentucky, 1978
I’LOREAN INEZ OLIVER ............................................................................................................. Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1973
I KATHY LEE SCOTT ............................................................................................ Powell, ‘Wyoming 
B.A. in Educ., Arizona State University, Tempe, 1974
I KELLI LYNN SULLIVAN....................................................................North Hollywood, California
Also Master of Arts with a major in School Psychology
I B.A., University of Montana, 1979
HISTORY
CATHERINE MARY DOWLING ............................................................................. Dublin, Ireland
B.A., University College, Dublin, Ireland, 1978
'DELORES JEAN MORROW ....................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Graduate Degrees
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
WILLIAM ALLAN ADAMS ............................................................................................. Logan, Utah
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1980
ROBERT B. BOOKWALTER ...............................................................................San Jose, California
B.A., California State University, Fresno, 1979
’SUSAN KAY STOECKING BROWN ................................................................................. Whitefish
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1975
MILTON E. THOMAS II ........................................................................................Welch, Minnesota
B.A., St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, 1980 
’DANIEL PIERCE ULMER .............................................................................Mandan, North Dakota
B.A., Jamestown College, North Dakota, 1972
JOURNALISM
THOMAS L. ALTON ............................................................................................. Fairbanks, Alaska
B.A., University of Alaska, College, 1974
’RONNIE R. HAYES ....................................................................................................Lewiston, Idaho
B.A., Idaho State College, Pocatello, 1962
JUDY SCOTT HENSEL .........................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1972
MARY PATRICIA KELLY ........................................................................................................... Butte
B.A., Saint Mary College, Leavenworth, Kansas, 1976
’JOHN V. PEARSON Mandan, North Dakota
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1969
MATHEMATICS
TSUNG-LUNG YANG............................................................................ Taiwan, Republic of China
B.S., National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan, 1976
MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE
STEPHEN ALAN EBERHART ........................................................................................... Missoula 
Mus.B., Oberlin College, Ohio, 1961
M.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1975
PHILOSOPHY
’JAMES HATLEY ..........  Missoula
A. B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1971
M.A., University of Montana, 1976 
’CRAIG COZAD HOWARD .................................................................................................. Bozeman
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
DOUGLAS V. RADANDT.................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1978
POLITICAL SCIENCE
’GLENDA ROSE ERUTEYA ......................................................................................Chicago, Illinois
B.A., Barat College of Sacredheart, Lake Forest, Illinois, 1969
PSYCHOLOGY
’STEPHEN CHARLES BACON ............................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1978
’SUSAN JANE BEATTIE .......................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1978
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
DA YLE MARIE CLINE COMESLAST..................................................................................... Polson
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
M.E., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1976
DAVID CHARLES FISHER......................................................................... Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1980
! ■STEVEN GERARD FOX............................................................................Watertown, South Dakota
B.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1977
' ’KATHY J. HAROWSKI ........................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1977
TIMOTHY JOHN McINTYRE ............................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Wichita State University, Kansas, 1978
’ROBERT W. McLELLARN........................................................................................ Portland, Oregon
B.A., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1970
M.E., Lewis & Clark College, Portland, Oregon, 1977
DAVID ANDREW PARIS .........................................................................................Houston, Texas
B.A., Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1975
■CYNTHIA ANN STURM ................................................................... Haydenville, Massachusetts
B.A., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1978 
JAMES NICHOLAS WOLFE ...................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
■DOUGLAS S. COCHRAN-ROBERTS................................................................................... Missoula
Also Master of Arts with a major in
Guidance and Counseling
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973 
RONALD J. LAFERRIERE ........................................................................... Lowell, Massachusetts
B.A., Merrimack College, North Andover, Massachusetts, 1974
CHERYL L. SPITZER.......................................................................................Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1981
SOCIOLOGY
JAMES MORGAN JONES................................................................................................... Greal Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
SPANISH
ANTONIO OSA, JR............................................................................................Susanville, California
B.S., California State University, Chico, 1977
ZOOLOGY
LYNNE ANNE BRENNER.......................................................................................... Massillon, Ohio
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1977
■JENNIFER ANNE CLARKE .......................................................................................Gallipolis, Ohio
B.A., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1978
■MICHAEL R. KANTOR ........................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
GARRY MARK WALLACE................................................................................. Park Forest, Illinois
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Advanced & Professional Degrees
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by John O. Mudd,
Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
THOMAS R. ANACKER .....................................................................................................Hamilton
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
RICHARD E. BACH .................................................................................................................. Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1974
ARLENE WARD BRAUN .....................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., M.A., M.P.A., University of Montana, 1957, 1966, 1978
BETH ANN BRONKEN ...........................................................................................................Shelby
B.A. in B.Ad., B.A. in Home Ec., University of Montana, 1978, 1978
ROBERT CALFEE BROWN..................................................................................................... Nashua
Also Master of Education
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
ROBERT L. BURK ....................................................................................................................Eureka
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1964
RAYMOND J. DAYTON .....................................................................................................Anaconda
With High Honors
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
DANIEL FREDERICK DECKER..................................................................................................Arlee
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
DANIEL M. DiRe .................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
IRA DAVID EAKIN .............................................................................................. Fort Worth, Texas
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
JAMES GRAY EDMISTON III .................................................................................Columbia Falls
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
MICHAEL GORDON EISELEIN ............................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
KARL J. ENGLUND .............................................................................................................. Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
MICHAEL E. FARRO...................................................................................................Salmon, Idaho
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
RAYMOND C. FORCE III .................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
JANICE M. FRANKINO .......................................................................................................... Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1979
MARGARET C. GILLIAM....................................................................................................... Helena
With High Honors
B.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1974, 1978
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
DON MORRISON HAYES.......................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
JAMES ARTHUR HAYNES........................................................................................................ Darby
B.S., University of Arizona, Tucson, 1972
WALTER MARK HENNESSEY.....................................................................................................Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
MARK F. HIGGINS .............................................................................................................Great Falls
With Honors
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1979
DANIEL W. HILEMAN............................................................................................................. Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
R. BRIAN HOLLAND ........................................................................................................................Butte
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
SHELLEY BORGSTEDE HOPKINS ..................................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
DOUGLAS D. HOWARD...........................................................................................................Billings
B.S., Montana State University, 1973
JAMES G. HUNT ........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
JOHN GREGORY HURSH .......................................................................... Minneapolis, Minnesota
With High Honors
B.S., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1974
ROBERT T. ISHAM, JR............................................................................................Lake Bluff, Illinois
B.A., Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 1976
WILLIAM DUNCAN JACOBSEN......................................................................................Great Falls
With High Honors
B.A., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1979
DOUG JAMES ...................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 1979
LARRY W. JONES..................................................................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
MARK DUANE KOHOUTEK ............................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
KIMBERLY ANN KRADOLFER........................................................................................... Bozeman
B.A., B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976, 1976
DIANE BARLOW La PLANTE ............................................................................................. Browning
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1979 
’STEVEN A. LOBDELL .............................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
DENNIS GLENN LOVELESS ....................................................................................................... LibbV
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1975
PAUL JAMES LUWE .......................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
VIVIAN MARIE.............................................................................................Ashfield, Massachusetts
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
THOMAS EDWARD MARTELLO ............................................................................................ Helena
| B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1977
JEFFREY THOMAS McALLISTER .................................................................................. Great Falls
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
| WILLIAM C. McALLISTER........................................................................................................Billings
A. B., San Diego State College, California, 1948
’MARTHA EATON McCLAIN ........................................................................................Dayton, Ohio
B. A., University of Montana, 1977
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
THOMAS P. MEISSNER.........................................................................................................Glendive
B.S. in Res.Con., University of Montana, 1979
JOAN B. NEWMAN .................................................................................................................Missoula
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966 
MATTHEW HAYES O’NEILL ...................................................... ..................................... Great Falls
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
RICHARD ALAN OPP ......................................................................................................... Kalispell 
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
CARL JOSEPH ORESKOVICH ..................................................................................................Butte
With Honors
B.A., Seattle University, Washington, 1976
LINDA CAROL OSORIO ..................................................................................................... Kalispell
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1976
KENNETH LEROY OSTER ............................................................................................Stevensville 
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1971
DEBRA DALE PARKER ...........................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
RICHARD A. RAMLER .................................................................................. Onida, South Dakota
B.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1978
ROBERT CHARLES REICHERT .................................................................................... Great Falls 
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
JAMES ARTHUR RICE, JR.....................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
JOHN J. RUSSELL......................................................................................................................... Helena
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976
ROBERT H. SCOTT II ............................................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
W. DUNCAN SCOTT...........................................................................................................Great Falls
A. B., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1978
CHARLES J. SEIFERT ..................................................................................................................Helena
With Honors
B. A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
ANNE SHEEHY ........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., College of St. Catherine, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1968
LINDA K. SHELHAMER .........................................................................................................Shepherd
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976
ANDREW MARC SMALL ......................................................................................................Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
BRIAN JOSEPH SMITH............................................................................................. Griffith, Indiana
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1977
PATRICK LEE SMITH ...........................................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
REBECCA LYNN SMITH ........................................................................................................Helena
With High Honors
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1976
ROBERT A. SMITH .................................................................................................................Cut Bank
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
KIM MICHAEL SOL ..............................................................................................................Misoula 
B.A. in Jour., B.A., University of Montana, 1975, 1976
PETER T. STANLEY ...........................................................................................................Missoula 
With Honors
B.A., University of Chicago, Illinois, 1976
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
CYNTHIA RAE STONER ..................................................................................................Plentywood
With Honors
B.S.B.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1979
SCOTT O. SWANSON .................................   Pendroy
A.B., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1977
DEBRA JEAN UPTON....................................................................................... Bourbonnais, Illinois
A. B., University of Illinois, Champaign, 1979
GARY L. WALTON............................................................................................................... Livingston
B. A., University of Montana, 1979
JANICE K. WHETSTONE ......................................................................................................Cut Bank
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1979
BETTY THOMPSON WING ................................................................................................. Bozeman
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
BERNARD L. ZUROFF ............................................................................................................... Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
Graduate Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
BLAINE COLIE .....................................................................................................Wayne, New Jersey
B.A., Paterson State College, New Jersey, 1972
M.E., Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, 1974
Dissertation: The Responsibilities of Special Education
Resource Teachers in Montana
2RJ?EA ANN CRONIN ............................................................................Narragansett, Rhode Island
B.A., University of Rhode Island, Kingston, 1971
Dissertation: The Effects of a Reading Program Utilizing 
Selected Reading Passages on Reading Achievement and 
Reading Attitude of Seventh Grade Corrective Readers
J. LINWOOD LAUGHY ............................................................................................... Kamiah, Idaho
A. B., Harvard College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1965
M.A., University of Montana, 1972 
Dissertation: Motivational Judgment: The How of Why
JOSEPH FRANKLIN McDONALD ..........................................................................................Ronan
B. A. in Educ., M.S., University of Montana, 1958, 1965
Dissertation: A Comparison of Accreditation Influences on
Community Colleges in the Northwest Region with Tribally 
Controlled Community Colleges
SHEILA MacDONALD STEARNS.................................................. MUcnnla
B.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1968, 1969
Dissertation: S. Rae Logan: Educator for Democracy
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
BOTANY
CONSTANTINE ANTHONY LAPASHA .........................
B.S., Towson State College, Baltimore, Maryland, 1976 
Dissertation: Paleoecology of the Flora of the
Kootenai Formation, Montana
CHEMISTRY
LOLA WALSH ANACKER .........................................
B.A., Monmouth College, Illinois, 1972
M.S., University of Montana, 1974
2MING FAT TAMieOretiCaI S‘Ud'eS °f MuItil°yer Adsorption
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1974
Dissertation: Molecular Mechanism of 30 S Ribosomal
Subunit Reconstitution
Sparks-Glencoe, Maryland
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
San Francisco, California
Graduate Degrees
FORESTRY
ROY DEAN HUGIE ........................................................................................................ Orono, Maine
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1970
M.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1973
Dissertation: Black Bear Ecology and Management in
the Northern Conifer-Hardwood Forests of Maine
GEOLOGY
CATHY LYNN CONNOR.......................................................................... San Francisco, California
B.S., M.S., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1975, 1975
Dissertation: Late Pleistocene Environment of the Copper
River Basin, South Central Alaska
'ANN LESLIE CHALMERS STRADLEY ...............................................................................Bozeman
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967, 1968
Dissertation: Hydrology and Subsurface Geology of the
Mississippi Madison Group and Potential Water Use for
Agriculture and Industry, Northwestern Montana Plains
ALAN ROBERT TABRUM ................................................................................  Milwaukie, Oregon
A. B., Occidental College, Los Angeles, California, 1969
Dissertation: Stratigraphy, Sedimentation and Age Relations of
Eocene and Oligocene Sediments of a Part of the Red Rock
Hills and Sage Creek Basin, Beaverhead County, Montana
MATHEMATICS
THOMAS LAWRENCE CROMER ......................................................... Los Alamos, New Mexico
B. A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: Asymptotically Periodic Solutions to
Some Equations in Epidemic Modeling
ROBERT ASHLEY HOLLISTER............................................................................. Sarasota, Florida
B.S., University of Florida, Gainesville, 1963
M.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1966
Dissertation: Nonparametric Methods of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Variety
SISTER ADELE MARIE ROTHAN .............................................................. Saint Louis, Missouri
B.A., Fontbonne College, St. Louis, Missouri, 1969
M.S., University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 1971
Dissertation: A New Approach to the One Sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic
MICROBIOLOGY
RICHARD S. BULLER............................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., M.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1972, 1974
Dissertation: The Effects of T-2 Toxin, Diacetoxyscirpenol, and Extracts
of Fusarium species on the Immune System of the Mouse
2JOSE JOAO FERRARONI ..................................................................... Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil
M.D., Amazon University, Brazil, 1973
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Immunity to Plasmodium berghei in Nude
Mice and Drug-Cured Mice
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY
PAUL JAY BACH ...................................................................................................
A. B., Hope College, Holland, Michigan, 1974
Master of Divin., Western Theological Seminary, Holland, Michigan, 1977 
M.A., University of Montana, 1980
Dissertation: Neuropsychological Deficits of Parkinsonian and Chronic
Alcoholic Patients; A Validation of the Standardized
Luria Nebraska Battery
’MARK CAREY BORDEWICK ...............................................................................
B. S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: A Comparison of Cognitive-Behavorial vs. Behavorial 
Assertiveness Training Emphasizing Validation of Role Play
DAVID STEELE BROWN ....................................'...........
B.A., Ithaca College, New York, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1979
Dissertation: The Effects of Anxiety on Mechanisms 
of Selective Inattention
’MICHAEL ROBERT GURSKI............................................................................Clifton, New Jersey
B.S., Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 1971
M.A., Stephen Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas, 1975 
Dissertation: The Effects of Visual Field Organization and Light Intensity 
on Collicular Ultrastructure in the Rat
’BONNEL ANN KLENTZ ...................................................................
B.A., University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1979 
Dissertation: The Effects of Attitudes Similarity on Perceived
Physical Attractiveness 
MICHAEL E. KNAPP .........................................................................
B.S., Southern Oregon College, Ashland, 1971
M.S., New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, 1972 
Dissertation: A Cognitive-Behavorial Treatment for Disruptive
Classrooms: A Multiple Baseline Design
’MILES EMERY McFALL ................................................................................ Seattle, Washington
B.A., California State College, Fullerton, 1975
Dissertation: The Effects of Response Style and Situational Variations 
on Perceptions of Assertive Behavior in Females
MARILYN RUTH PRESTON.............................................
Also Master of Arts with a major in Psychology
B.A., Denison University, Granville, Ohio, 1976 
Dissertation: The Effect of Prior Committment on 
Self-Perception Following a Social Interaction 
’JEFFREY KEITH RITOW .............................................
B.A., Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York, 1970
A. M., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1973 
Dissertation: Transcontextual Communication and Therapeutic
App,ication t0 TheraPy for the Cigarette Smoker 
’NANCY KAY MEHRKENS STEBLAY ........................... .
B. A., Bemidji State University, Minnesota, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1980 
Dissertation: A Comparative Test of Ego-Biased Versus
Information-Processing Attribution Processes Using a Nonmanded 
Perspective Change
’TERESA M. SWEENEY ............................................. 
B.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1976, 1979 
Dissertation: Increasing Elderly Citizens’ Usage of a Nutrition Program:
Effects of Three Peer-delivered Prompts-Incentive Procedures
Missoula
Missoula
Bennington, Vermont
Norfolk, Nebraska
Ashland, Oregon
Missoula
Missoula
Red Wing, Minnesota
Great Falls
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
•JILL WINEGARDNER ..................................................................................................................Billings
A. B., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: A Comparison of Cognitive, Affective, and Life Experience
Correlates of Depression in Young Adults and the Aged
■LINDA ZIMMERMANN ...............................................................„..............  Allendale, New Jersey
B. A., Westminster College, Pennsylvania, 1973
M.A., Farleigh Dickenson University, Teaneck, New Jersey, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1980
Dissertation: Primate Social Behaviors Following Induction and
Rehabilitation from Multideficient and Fluctuating Diet Schedules
ZOOLOGY
3JAMES A. GORE ................................................................................................Penfield, New York 
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1971
M.A., University of Montana, 1976
Dissertation: Trophic Ecology of Mayflies (Ephemeroptera) in Natural
and Laboratory Streams
CRAIG JAMES KNOWLES ...................................................................................Loves Park, Illinois
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1973, 1975
Dissertation: Habitat Affinity, Populations, and Control of Black-tailed
Prairie Dogs on the Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Honorary Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Donald E. Habbe,
Academic Vice President
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LETTERS
William H. Forbis ...............................................Elmo, Montana
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Jean’ne M. Shreeve .............................................Moscow, Idaho
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY
| ’KEVIN E. BARNES (Western Montana College)
■ ’CHRISTOPHER W. BRAUN
i “MERLIN D. GREENFIELD (Western Montana College)
I “CYNTHIA GUMM
I “CURTIS S. HANSEN
I “MARK S. HARRIS
| “JOHN S. HOLST
I “MATTHEW W. KINNEY
I “ROBERTA J. KOKORUDA
I ’ERNEST D. LARIOS
| “CAROL J. LASSILA
I ’donald j. McConnell
I “JAMES G. MOREHOUSE
I, “JAIME P. MOULTON
Distinguished Military Graduate
| “THERESA A. PERRIER
Distinguished Military Graduate
I “JANICE R. PITTMAN
I “CLINTON L. RHEIN
I ’NICHOLAS E. RICH
| “GUY J. RINDONE
I “GARY J. RITTER
I “LAMONT J. ROTH
“ROBERT D. SEW ALL
“SCOTT R. SMITH
“SHEILA J. THURBER 
“LINDA A. TIFFANY
Distinguished Military Graduate 
“GERALD O. VAN SLYKE
Distinguished Military Graduate 
’JAMES E. WALKER 
“CURTIS D. WEILER 
“MARK A. WELKER
“DENNIS C. WILKINSON
“Commission granted as of 9 Jul 81
“Commission granted as of 30 Jul 81
“Commission granted as of 29 Sep 81
“Commission granted as of 24 Oct 81
“Commission granted as of 18 Dec 81
“Commission granted as of 16 Mar 82
“Commission granted as of 19 Mar 82
“Commission granted as of 1 May 82
“Commission granted as of 11 Jun 82
■■
Awards & Prizes
John P. Acher Memorial Award (Law)
John G. Hursh, Missoula, MT
Alpha Delta Kappa-Eta Chapter (Education)
Mary Ann Melton, Missoula, MT
American Academy of Religion/Society of Biblical Literature Student
Prize Essay Award (Religious Studies)
Richard A. Moraski, Great Falls, MT
American Chemical Society Analytical Division Award (Chemistry) 
Diane Louise Bestwick, Missoula, MT
American Geological Institute Scholarship (Geology)
Gale Madyun, Missoula, MT
American Institute of Chemists Student Award
Dean Leroy Farnham, Missoula, MT.
American Judicature Society Awards (Law)
Stoney Burk, Eureka, MT
James G. Hunt, Helena, MT
Betty T. Wing, Bozeman, MT
Walter R. Ames Memorial Award (Education)
Robert Gibson, Missoula, MT
Anaconda Copper Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Tammara S. Wigger, Floweree, MT
Arthur Andersen and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Brian K. Allen, Billings, MT
Don Anderson Memorial Grant (Journalism)
Charles Mason, Arlington, VA
Eugene Andrie Award in Strings (Music)
Sara Thornton, Sultan, WA
Lorraine Andrie Prize for Musical Excellence
Elizabeth Wick, Missoula, MT
Emmett C. Angland Memorial Award (Law)
Robert A. Smith, Cut Bank, MT
Mme. Louise G. Arnoldsen, Docteur et Lettres de l’Universite de Paris
Memorial Award in French (Outstanding Senior)
Greta Larson, Stanford, MT
Associated Western Universities Grant (Geology)
Sara Sue Foland, Fort Wayne, IN
Association of Governmental Accountants (Business Administration) 
Corey D. Edens, Cut Bank, MT
Bancroft-Whitney Award (Law)
Margaret C. Gilliam, Helena, MT
Betty T. Wing, Bozeman, MT
Edward Barry Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
John Stone, West Hartford, CT
Edward E. Bennett Memorial Scholarship (History)
Matthew F. Hansen, Missoula, MT
Raymond J. Bennett-MSPA Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Kelly K. O’Neil, Littleton, CO
Blackfoot Forest Protective Association Award (Forestry)
Mike Eder, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Paul Hutter, Wilmette, IL
Mark Hynson, Tabor, NJ
Valerie McKee, Colville, WA
Awards & Prizes
Dorothy and Halwary Blegen Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Kristie Nelson, Brocket, ND
Boone & Crockett Award (Forestry)
Nathan Garner, Missoula, MT
Bristol Award (Pharmacy)
Janet S. Coombs, Missoula, MT
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Greg Morris, Marcellus, NY
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Award (Journalism)
Gregory Gadberry, Anchorage, AK
Butte Press Club Award (Journalism)
Keith Koprivica, Butte, MT
Mark Callahan Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Ann M. Martirena, Buffalo, WY
Campus Art Awards
Dusty Collings, Springville, UT
Robert Hocking, Hibbing, MN
Barbara Hursh, Irvington, NY
Kenneth Spector, Sarasota, FL
Steve Carlson Award (Football)
Victor K. “Rocky" Klever, Anchorage, AK
Linus J. Carleton Scholarship (Education)
Alison Beck, Missoula, MT
Castle Brothers Scholarship (Forestry)
Roderick Bloms, Westby, MT
Glen Chaffin Award (Journalism)
John Tanner, Corvallis, MT
Champion International Corporation Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Shawn M. Leary, Helena, MT
Jody A. Murphy, Plentywood, MT
Champion International Corporation Scholarship Award (Forestry)
Peter Zimmerman, Salem, OH
Chemistry Alumni-Faculty Award
Brian Dale Shepherd, Baker, MT
Earl F. Clark Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Scott Peterson, Western Springs, IL
Coca Cola Bottling Company Soils Scholarship (Forestry) 
Steve Youssi, Sandwich, IL
Sidney J. Coffee Scholarships (Pharmacy)
Elizabeth Cano, Whitefish, MT
Brian J. Day, Missoula, MT
David J. Filler, Great Falls, MT
Susan K. Johnson, Anaconda, MT
Connie Craney Award (Radio-Television)
Maureen Lennon, Choteau, MT
Edward A. Cremer, III Environmental Law Award
Arlene Ward Braun, Missoula, MT
Thomas P. Meissner, Glendive, MT
Davis Brothers Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Wendy L. Leiner, Fargo, ND
Dean's Award to the Outstanding AFIT Student (Business Administration) 
William J. Furdell, Great Falls, MT
Awards & Prizes
Dean’s Award {Law)
Kimberly A. Kradolfer, Bozeman, MT
Dean’s Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Ann E. Deegan, Stanford, MT
Dean’s Service Award (Forestry)
Wayne Brainerd, Missoula, MT
Sandrah Mack, Somerville, OH
Mary Decker Award (Journalism)
Laurie Williams, Billings, MT
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells Scholarship (Business Administration)
Barbara A. Avery, Missoula, MT
Terry G. Dillon Award (Football)
Victor K. “Rocky” Klever, Anchorage, AK
Dobbins, Deguire and Tucker Scholarships (Business Administration)
James V. Galipeau, Missoula, MT
Roy V. Morledge III, Billings, MT
Patrick L. Donovan Memorial Award (Law)
Douglas R. James, Great Falls, MT
The Dragstedt Award (Basketball)
Derrick Pope, Aurora, CO
Doris Dundas Memorial Scholarship in Voice
Donali Peter, Billings, MT
Duniway Book Award
Christopher A. Frissell, Missoula, MT (Zoology)
Patricia Anne Homan, Missoula, MT (Interpersonal Communication)
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Journalism)
Lindsay McNay, Missoula, MT
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Basketball)
Rob Hurley, Anaconda, MT
Ephron Award for Excellence in Classical Languages
Lar Autio, Missoula, MT
Joni Peterson, Stevensville, MT
Sadie Erickson Award (Journalism)
Kathy Barrett, Coeur d'Alene, ID
Estwing Award (Geology)
Marquerite (Meg) C. Kremer, Kankakee, IL
Nora Staael Evert’s Professional Achievement Awards (Physical Therapy) 
Robert Matthew Pauli, Butte, MT 
Jean Elizabeth Perry, Seattle, WA
Faculty Outstanding Senior Awards (Forestry)
Mindi Federman, Margate, NJ
Christopher Grove, Missoula, MT
Cindy Keller, Waukegan, IL
Marie Mantas, Chicago, IL
Scott McCorquodale, Missoula, MT
William Wood, Long Branch, NJ
Peter Zimmerman, Salem, OH
Steve Forbis Merit Award (Journalism)
Edwin Bender, Bozeman, MT
Heidi Bender, Great Falls, MT
Barbara McElwain, Missoula, MT
Foresters’ Ball Scholarships
Glenn Barr, Great Falls, MT
Awards & Prizes
Debra Bond, Grand Rapids, MI 
Gregory Dunn, Lake Bluff, IL 
Michael Eder, Vancouver, B.C., Canada 
David Forestieri, Verla, OH 
Steve Gulgren, Woodstock, IL 
Thomas Hoffman, Columbus, OH 
Dean Marsh, San Jose, CA 
Gregory Morris, Marcellus, NY 
Margaret Morrison, Williamsville, NY 
Myra Theimer, Billings, MT 
Peter Zimmerman, Salem, OH
Forestry Alumni Memorial Scholarship
Dean Marsh, San Jose, CA
French Award in Memory of Professor Rudolph O. Hoffman (Outstanding 
Senior in French)
Cheryl Kradolfer, Missoula, MT
Fulbright Award to Germany
Angela deRuiter, Waterloo, IA
Fulbright Award to Iceland
Christa Danielson, Medford, OR
Fulbright-Hays Grant: Teaching Assistant to France
Amy True, St. Johnsbury, VT
Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Diane M. Madden, Basin, MT 
Kevin P. Miller, Deer Lodge, MT
James Gebhart Awards (Science Education and/or Conservation)
Robert Edward Grumbine, Valdez, AK (EVST)
Rachel Alice Wood, Berkeley, CA (Botany)
Geography Faculty Award
Laura Roxanne Pinter, Geneva, IL
Geology Faculty Award
Larry B. French, Missoula, MT
Kurt E. Seel, Bozeman, MT
German Academic Exchange Service Award
Deanna Bornhoft, Billings, MT
Golden Helmet Award (Football)
Scott Gratton, Missoula, MT
Graduating German Majors Book Awards
Patty Clark, Helena, MT
Lisa deBelly, Bozeman, MT
Angela deRuiter, Waterloo, IA 
Lillian Pye, Mililani, HI
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award (Journalism)
Samuel Richards, Missoula, MT
Great Falls Tribune Awards (Journalism)
Steve Dodrill, Omaha, NE
Michael Spradlin*Crater, Missoula, MT
Bonnie Yahvah, Libby, MT
Chris Green Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Dave Forestieri, Berea, OH
Norman Hanson Legal Writing Award (Law)
Larry W. Jones, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
George and Laurie Harris Scholarship (Education)
Terry Wiedmer, Missoula, MT
Dr. Albert T. Helbing Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
David L. Ficek, Glendive, MT
Charles F. Hertler Award (HPE)
Chris Moase, Polson, MT
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Award (Chemistry) 
Neil Alan Schwarzwalder, Fort Wayne, IN
Home Economics Faculty Award for Outstanding Seniors
Laura Lynn Jones, Missoula, MT
The Herbert Inch Sholarship in Music
Patricia Clark, Helena, MT
Kim Hicks, Missoula, MT
Daniel Reveles, Missoula, MT
Steven Wright, Miles City, MT
International Academy of Trial Lawyers 
Margaret C. Gilliam, Helena, MT
Interpersonal Communication Faculty Award
Patricia Anne Homan, Missoula, MT
Kim Jarvis Scholarship (Geology)
Larry B, French, Missoula, MT
Thomas Johnson Award in Strings
Charles Clubb, Missoula, MT
Bob Kennedy Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Mark Aston, Choteau, MT
James H. Kilbourne Memorial Award (Law)
Margaret C. Gilliam, Helena, MT
Robert C. Reichert, Great Falls, MT
William G. Kohner Memorial Forestry Awards
Scott Beckett, Missoula, MT
Mindi Federman, Margate, NJ
Randy Hohf, Missoula, MT
Michael Larkin, Chicago, IL
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism)
Douglas O'Harra, Columbus, OH
The Lemmon Company Student Award (Pharmacy)
Daniel S. Hunt, Missoula, MT
Opal Lenigan Scholarship (Journalism)
James Morehouse, Missoula, MT
N.J. Lennes Undergraduate Award in Mathematics 
First Place:
David Collette, Stevensville, MT
Duane Dedrickson, Libby, MT
Third Place:
Laurie Brock Collette, Helena, MT
Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
James W. Rolle, Missoula, MT
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Award (Journalism)
Michelle Barret, Lincoln, NE
Augustus Chambers, Ellaville, GA
John Gary, Missoula, MT
Pam Hippe, Great Falls, MT
Awards & Prizes
Teresa MacPheat, Sommers, MT 
Mariana Sutton, St. Regis, MT 
Terri Atwood Witmer, Havre, MT
Los Alamos National Laboratory Grant (Geology)
Sara Sue Foland, Fort Wayne, IN
The Samuel and Nelly Sinclair Maclay Memorial Award 
Leslie Lynn Heckert, Rockville, MD (Chemistry) 
Jan McCormick, Bozeman, MT (Journalism) 
Dixie Sue Stark, Biddle, MT (Natural Sciences)
Mary Pat Mahoney Scholarship (Social Work) 
Jeannie L. Collins, Great Falls, MT 
Nancy L. McCourt, Laurel, MT
Marathon Oil Company Graduate Scholarship (Geology)
Scott Jennings, Missoula, MT
Marathon Oil Company Undergraduate Scholarships (Geology)
James R. Brownell, Corvallis, MT
Darla J. Heil, Seeley Lake, MT
Lowndes Maury Award in Music Composition or Piano 
Cinda Tompkins, Helena, MT
Marvin McDonald Memorial Award in Mathematics 
George Goodman, Williston, ND
McGladrey Hendrickson and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Thomas J. Blastek, Butte, MT
Merck Award (Pharmacy)
Janet S. Coombs, Missoula, MT 
Jeffrey A. Seidensticker, Dillon, MT
Doris F. Merriam Scholarship Award in Cello
Christine Ranf, Missoula, MT
Justin Miller Law Review Award (Law)
Robert T. Isham, Missoula, MT
Larry Miller Memorial Award (Football)
Pat Curry, Billings, MT
Ronald E. Miller Award (Journalism)
Heidi Bender, Great Falls, MT
Tim Benson, Bozeman, MT
Georell Copps, Lewistown, MT 
Clark Fair, Soldotna, AK 
Teresa Flynn, Townsend, MT 
Ann Foley, Billings, MT 
Rita Munzenrider, Helena, MT 
Barbara Neilson, Duluth, MN 
Renee Pennington, Burnsville, MN 
Natalie Phillips, Missoula, MT
Hamilton Misfeldt and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Kenneth W. Barnhart, Sidney, MT
Missoula Chapter, Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants 
Scholarship (Business Administration)
Shelly A. Marcinkowski, Helena, MT
Missoula County Board of Realtors Award (Law) 
Joan B. Newman, Lakeside, MT
Missoula Elementary Education Association Scholarship (Education) 
Alison Beck, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Missoula Multiple Listing Service Scholarship (Business Administration)
Lee J. Robinson, Billings, MT
Missoula Music Teachers Scholarship
Denise Richards, Missoula, MT
Missoula Orthopedic Supply Junior Achievement Award (Physical Therapy)
David Earl Nelson, Sidney, MT
Montana Association of Realtors Scholarship (Business Administration)
Thomas W. Gabel, Worden, MT
Montana Bankers Association 25 Year Club Scholarship (Business Administration)
Kathryn K. Buzzas, Helena, MT
The Montana Power Company Scholarships (Business Administration)
John A. Hodgson, Billings, MT
Renee D. Letcher, Helena, MT
Rebecca A. Oliver, Groton, SD
Montana Press Association Dean Stone Awards (Journalism)
Gary Green, Missoula, MT
Brian Rygg, Great Falls, MT
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Cindy L. Spracklin, Glendive, MT
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants George Anderson
Award (Business Administration
Darrell L. Brown, Conrad, MT
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants-Medallion Award
(Business Administration)
Steven T. Potts, Great Falls, MT
Montana State Music Teachers Award
Christine Bain, Missoula, MT
Marilyn Rice, Butte, MT
Montana Stockgrowers Association Award (Journalism)
Janette Hensleigh, Custer, MT
Montana Student Bar Outstanding Member Award (Law)
Stoney Burk, Eureka, MT
Diane LaPlante, Browning, MT
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Pat Stuart, Ephrata, WA
Grant S. Moore Travel Scholarships for the Bab edh-Dhra Archaeological 
Expedition (Religious Studies)
Paula M. McNutt, Coeur d’Alene, ID
Melvin S. Morris Award (Forestry)
Blaine Mooers, Monterey, CA
Mortar and Pestle Dean's Award (Pharmacy)
Sponsored by McNeil Consumer Products Company
Patricia L. Orlando, Harlem, MT
Bertha Morton Scholarship (Graduate Students)
Thomas Bicak, Omaha, NE
C. Maureen Cole, Sacramento, CA
Mike Crowley, Hempstead, NY
Todd Damrow, Watertown, WI
Ivy Grace Doak, Missoula, MT
W. Daniel Edge, Missoula, MT
Jose J. Ferraroni, Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil
Donald Foster, Cascade, CO
Awards & Prizes
Bruce A. Heise, Laurel, MD
John Hogg, Livingston, MT
Shelley Hopkins, Missoula, MT
Jaswant Singh Jiwan, Tarntaran, Punjab, India
Carolyn Johns, Stamford, CT
Robert McLellarn, Portland, OR
Marilyn Preston, Norwalk, OH
Robert C. Reichert, Great Falls, MT
Sister Adele Marie Rothan, St. Louis, MO
Sheila Stearns, Missoula, MT
Evelyn Treiman, Los Alamos, NM
Nan Vance, Missoula, MT
Janet Vannini, Unity, ME
Myrick-Hansen Book Award (Forestry)
Jerry Furtney, Casper, WY
National Appellate Advocacy Competition (Law)
James E. Handley, Bozeman, MT
Shelley A. Hopkins, Missoula, MT
Kimberly A. Kradolfer, Bozeman, MT
Joan B. Newman, Lakeside, MT
National Association of Geology Teachers Scholarships (Geology)
James R. Brownell, Corvallis, MT
Darla J. Heil, Seeley Lake, MT
Grace Crane Newman Award (Journalism)
Nicolyn Rosen, Bozeman, MT
Allan Nielsen Award (Basketball)
Craig Larsen, Commerce City, CO
1904 Class Prize
George William McCarthy, Jr., Sharon, PA (Economics)
Scott Alan Zimmerman, Rochester, MN (Geography)
Northern Montana Forestry Association Awards (Forestry)
Debra Bond, Grand Rapids, MI
Penelope Bratko, Missoula, MT
Larry Bush, Silver Spring, MD
Robert Yokelson, Sharon, MA
Northwestern Bank and Union Trust Company Estate Planning Award (Law)
John G. Hursh, Missoula, MT
Carl J. Oreskovich, Butte, MT
Lloyd and Helen Oakland Award (Music)
Thomas Shishkowsky, Missoula, MT
Danny On Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Kurt Teuber, Palos Verdes, CA
Order of Barristers (Law)
Robert C. Brown, Nashua, MT
Ira D. Eakin, Missoula, MT
Margaret C. Gilliam, Helena, MT
Kimberly A. Kradolfer, Bozeman, MT
James A. Rice, Helena, MT
Gary L. Walton, Livingston, MT
Outstanding Senior Woman in Journalism
Leslie Vining, Missoula, MT
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company Scholarship (Business Administration)
Betty L. Welch, Seeley Lake, MT
Awards & Prizes
Laurence Perry Scholarship (Music)
Cinda Tompkins, Helena, MT
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals Community Pharmacy Internship Award (Pharmacy) 
Jean M. Medved, Kalispell, MT
Phi Delta Phi Outstanding Student Award (Law)
Paul J. Luwe, Great Falls, MT
Prentice-Hall Tax Award (Law)
Linda K. Shelhamer, Shepherd, MT
Presser Foundation Scholarship (Music)
Barbara Rowe, Shonkin, MT
James R. Quesenberry Memorial Award (Forestry)
Perry Bongiani, Billings, MT
Florence Reynolds Scholarship in Strings
John Thornton, Sultan, WA
Naseby Rhinehart Award (Basketball)
Craig Larsen, Commerce City, CO
Naseby Rhinehart Award (HPE)
Barbara Anne Johannsen, Sunburst, MT
Jean Robbins (Music)
Michelle Diede, Billings, MT
Roche Pharmacy Communications Award (Pharmacy)
Judith A. Vander Linde, Wellsville, NY
David M. Rorvik Awards for Interpretive Journalism
Janice Petroni, Butte, MT 
Michael Spradlin*Crater, Missoula, MT
O.R. Rubie Foundation Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Larry D. Read, Missoula, MT 
Jorrun C. Fallan, Helena, MT
Salinas Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Kenneth Pitt, Missoula, MT
Michael Young, Missoula, MT
Julia Neils Schoknecht Memorial Scholarship in Piano
Barbara Beck, Deer Lodge, MT
School of Business Administration Faculty Scholarship
Steven W. Austin, Butte, MT
School of Pharmacy Faculty Award
Diane K. Campbell, North Huntington, PA 
Clark M. Lyda, Missoula, MT 
Nancy A. Nickman, Helena, MT 
Patricia L. Orlando, Harlem, MT 
George W. Schissler, Pompeys Pillar, MT 
Scribes Award (Law)
Robert T. Isham, Missoula, MT
Scripps-Howard Award (Radio-Television)
Susan Back, Missoula, MT
Heidi Tauber, Libby, MT
James Warren Severy Awards (Science and Public Service)
Carolyn E. Johns, Stamford, CT (Botany)
James B. McNairy, Missoula, MT (EVST)
Richard Shirley Award (Journalism)
Paul Van Develder, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Sigma Delta Chi Awards (Journalism)
Renata Birkenbuel, Cascade, MT
Rita Munzenrider, Helena, MT
Skari Scholarship (History)
Timothy K. Borchers, Great Falls, MT
Sleeping Giant Chapter, American Society for Personnel Administration 
Scholarship (Business Administration)
A. Danielle Eggleston, Great Falls, MT
Smith, Kline & French Award (Pharmacy)
Nancy A. Nickman, Helena, MT
Carl J. Snyder Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Jack W. Armstrong, Choteau, MT
Tom Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry Alumni)
William Wood, Long Beach, NJ
Agnes Stoodley Memorial Award (HPE)
Kimberly Ann Hartman, Polson, MT
Student Art Association Cash Awards
Gary Bigelow, Hamilton, MT
Bill Brinkman, Aurora, IL
Joyce Centofanti, Rodondo Beach, CA
Patrick Jones, Bigfork, MT
David Lilieholm, Mountain Lakes, NJ
Linda Stroback, Philadelphia, PA
Weymouth D. Symmes Memorial Award (Law)
Robert C. Brown, Nashua, MT
Silas R. Thompson, Jr. Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Denise Clark, Kingsport, TN
William Cowan, L.A.F.B., VA
Matt Ricketts, Medford, OR
Union Molycorp Research Grant (Geology)
Richard F. Moore, Taos, NM
Upjohn Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Patricia M. Mitchell, Dillon, MT
U.S. Army ROTC Scholarships
David S. Barnaby, Columbia Falls, MT
Glenn James Barr, Great Falls, MT
Joseph D. Carey, Ekalaka, MT
Rex Edmund Hall, Missoula, MT
Thomas S. Shanahan, Whitefish, MT
Autumn S. Varner, Palmyra, PA
U.S. Army ROTC Superior Cadet Awards
Glenn James Barr, Great Falls, MT
Rex Edmund Hall, Missoula, MT
David William Perhay, Missoula, MT
Theresa Anne Perrier, Fair Lawn, NJ
W.S. Book Award (Psychology)
Steven Lavender, Pittsford, NY
Stephani Mapelli, Missoula, MT
Motomi Mori, Hakodate, Hokkaido, Japan
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award (Business Administration)
Nancy J. Friez, Glasgow, MT
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
Daniel W. Hileman, Kalispell, MT
Awards & Prizes
Charles W. Waters Memorial Award (Botany)
Anne F. Bradley, Los Alamos, NM 
Dixie Sue Stark, Biddle, MT 
Rachel Alice Wood, Berkeley, CA
Arnold Wedum Endowment Scholarships (Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences) 
Sandra L. Acher, Harlem, MT
Susan M. Bronson, Kalispell, MT 
Terence M. Clinch, Helena, MT 
Douglas M. Creel, Helena, MT 
Terri M. Graham, Raynesford, MT 
Debra A. Gray, Helena, MT 
Denise K. Janssen, Ft. Benton, MT 
Barbara L. Runyan, Livingston, MT 
Renae M. Sampson, Ronan, MT 
Ralph M. Simpson, Big Sandy, MT 
Debra J. Waldron, Missoula, MT 
Marianne Yarmey, Scobey, MT 
Western Energy Company Scholarship (Forestry)
Lynn Brett, Missoula, MT
Westkamp Award (Football)
Jim Rooney, Butte, MT
Thomas Wicks Award (Art)
Kenneth Spector, Sarasota, FL
Vincent Wilson Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy Award
Robert Matthew Pauli, Butte, MT
Jean Elizabeth Perry, Seattle, WA
Women’s Law Caucus Award for Service (Law)
Diane LaPlante, Browning, MT
Wood Forestry Services Scholarship Award
Richard Everett, San Bernardino, CA
Zion Research Foundation Travel Scholarship (Religious Studies)
Paula M. McNutt, Coeur d'Alene, ID
Anaconda Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Sheri Louise Becken, Big Timber, MT
Anonymous for Girls Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Christa Danielson, Missoula, MT
Lisa Ruth Demain, Missoula, MT
Caroline Anne Ray, Sharon, MA 
Alva Baird Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee]
Deborah Charlene Skinner, Missoula, MT 
E.L. Bonner Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Shelley Gail Bristow, Missoula, MT 
Boyer Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Michael Kenneth Young, Missoula, MT 
Briscoe-Gray Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Paula Jo Rubino, Great Falls, MT
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Elizabeth Graff Ametsbichler, Missoula, MT
Joseph John Chase, Tonawanda, NY
Dana Lynn Hays, Roseville, MN
Earl Dale Wilcox, Clinton, MT
Community College Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Susan Marie Broeder, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Timothy Mark Conner, Kalispell, MT 
Darlene Cora Lee Fritz, Missoula, MT 
Dwight Alan Robins, Missoula, MT
Dufresne Foundation Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Mary Margaret Cunningham, Missoula, MT
Dixie Sue Stark, Biddle, MT
Excellence Fund Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Perry John Bongiani, Billings, MT
Mark Alexander Calderwood, Missoula, MT
Deborah Lynn Corn, Missoula, MT 
Dawn Elizabeth Craven, Laramie, WY 
Daniel James Duffy, Clancy, MT 
Vaughn Patrick Flemming, Miles City, MT 
Sheri Kay Henry, Missoula, MT 
Joel James Jewett, Great Falls, MT 
Penny Elaine Jonasen, Billings, MT 
Lynn Marie Purl, Missoula, MT 
Wayne Stephan Rebich, Missoula, MT 
Marcie Kay Shriver, Missoula, MT 
Alina Kay Tuma, Missoula, MT 
Trudy Pam Wood, Billings, MT
Fine Arts Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Anne Christine Bain, Missoula, MT 
Mark Alan Dean, Helena, MT 
Steven Douglas Housel, Philipsburg, MT 
Marie Ann Nagorski, Belgrade, MT 
Carol Lynn O’Connell, Great Falls, MT 
Ty L. Richardson, Kalispell, MT 
Rhonda Renee Steffan, Florence, MT
Fox Scholarships 81-82 (University Scholarship Committee)
Sandra Lee Acher, Harlem, MT 
Vince Allen Anderson, Missoula, MT 
Trevon Baker, Missoula, MT
Donald Laverne Beckers, Plentywood, MT 
Patricia Ann Bestgen, Butte, MT 
Corry M. Bladow, Missoula, MT 
Thomas John Blastek, Butte, MT 
Susan Michelle Bronson, Kalispell, MT 
Robert Christopher Bussell, Missoula, MT 
Gloria Dee Cecrle, Moccasin, MT 
Paul Theodore Clark, Billings, MT 
Steve Ralph Cook, Missoula, MT 
Douglas Michael Creel, Helena, MT 
Lisa Kay Crone, Kalispell, MT 
Ann Isabella Dasinger, Shepard, MT 
James Edward Donahue, Shelby, MT 
Kathryn Vivian Driscoll, Butte, MT 
Dane Thomas Elwood, Harlowton, MT 
Linda Sue Erkens, Billings, MT 
Jeri Lynn Fraley, Hamilton, MT 
Gail Janine Franchi, Boulder, MT 
Heidi Ann Frissell, Missoula, MT 
Nola Ann Gerth, Butte, MT 
Kari Kay Gordon, Missoula, MT 
Jeffrey Scott Hanson, Billings, MT
Awards & Prizes
Sue Lyn Hautzinger, Butte, MT
Richard Troy Hemmerling, Great Falls, MT 
Darren Charles Hollenbaugh, Missoula, MT 
Raina Leanne Hollenbaugh, Missoula, MT 
Craig Allen Jarvie, Helena, MT 
Robert Harold Johnson, Great Falls, MT 
Cynthia Lenore Kaasa, Malta, MT 
Daniel Anthony Kaluza, Havre, MT 
Thomas Jonathan Kipp, Missoula, MT 
Wilifred Otto Knottnerus, Stevensville, MT 
Frances Margaret Knudsen, Missoula, MT 
Vicki Lynn Koetitz, Lewistown, MT 
Lois Jean Leishman, Missoula, MT 
Pamela Ann Mancini, Superior, MT 
Lis Diane McCoy, Missoula, MT 
Ricky Lee McLuskie, Billings, MT 
Malanie Mae Mooney, Butte, MT 
Rita Kay Munson, Jefferson, City, MT 
Shelley Marie Nelson, Missoula, MT 
Patrick Joseph Noziska, Kalispell, MT 
Christine Marie Nyman, Anaconda, MT 
Brian Keith Olson, Westby, MT 
Noelle Paige, Butte, MT 
Darian Kay Panasuk, Sidney, MT 
Patricia Marie Phillips, Whitefish, MT 
Mary Christine Prescott, Glasgow, MT 
Ramona Marie Radonich, Anaconda, MT 
Kathleen Therese Ramseier, Butte, MT 
Stacy Lynn Reynolds, Missoula, MT 
Ty L. Richardson, Kalispell, MT 
Claude Hans Rivera, Gardiner, MT 
Gregory Van Roeben, Missoula, MT 
Robin Diane Rolston, Billings, MT 
Renae Marie Sampson, Ronan, MT 
Martha Frances Sanders, Whitehall, MT 
Julie Ann Schmidt, Kalispell, MT 
Stacey Jean Schmittou, Billings, MT 
Stephen Skei Shaffer, Missoula, MT 
Michael John Sheldon, Butte, MT 
Tony James Slevira, Missoula, MT 
Lorrie Marie Stinchfield, Billings, MT 
Marie Terese Streitmatter, Polson, MT 
Jean Anita Stroble, Glasgow, MT 
Matthew Norman Swanson, Missoula, MT 
Sarah Elizabeth Thornton, Sultan, WA 
Pamela Ruth Udall, Missoula, MT 
Darla Jean Virts, Missoula, MT 
Betty Leonora Welch, Seeley Lake, MT 
Kathryn Ann Willems, Big Timber, MT 
Stephen Edward Wright, Miles City, MT 
Mitchell Anthony Young, Helena, MT 
Marjorie Frost Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Ronda Marie Olsen, St. Ignatius, MT 
Mary Jean Thelen, Helena, MT
Sumner Gerard Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Aileen Ann Schottlaender, Billings, MT
Awards & Prizes
Bernice A. Gleed Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Michael Timothy Egan, Great Falls, MT
Donald Glute Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Kevin Michael Bill, Libby, MT
Peter Nelson Zimmerman, Salem, OH
Hammond Scholarships 81-82 (University Scholarship Committee)
Robert Charles Allen, Helena, MT 
Michael Ray Bocksnick, Ronan, MT 
Nina Rose Flynn, Missoula, MT 
Gwen Elena Graham, Missoula, MT 
Tom George Habbe, Missoula, MT 
Penelope Marie Halverson, Shelby, MT 
Leslie Ann Hancock, Missoula, MT 
Danelle Rene Holtz, Great Falls, MT 
Gregory Walker Isaacson, Kalispell, MT 
Dana Lynn Kiehl, Billings, MT 
Brian George Krieger, Missoula, MT 
Jodene Mae Kyle, Missoula, MT 
Mark Sheridan Laceky, Helena, MT 
Robert Don Le Heup, Helena, MT 
Diana Marie Lind, Lewistown, MT 
Miriam Fay McLean, Anaconda, MT 
Mary Ellen McMahon, Anaconda, MT 
Mary Loueen Meyer, Missoula, MT 
Matthew Leo Moreau, Libby, MT 
Marie Ann Nagorski, Belgrade, MT 
Kimberley Kay Nottingham, Missoula, MT 
Joanne Powers, Butte, MT 
Tracy Lee Reich, Turner, MT 
Lisa Ann Rice, Great Falls, MT 
Stephen Marko Stanisich, Butte, MT 
Anna Carrie Swallow, Corvallis, MT 
Amy Eleanor Vanica, Billings, MT 
Tammy Lynn Yaeger, Great Falls, MT 
Susan Kay Yarmey, Scobey, MT
Haynes Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Cynthia Louise Edwards, Missoula, MT 
Lisa Lynn Kirkemo, Missoula, MT 
Leigh Ann Kirkpatrick, Missoula, MT 
R. Lee Kress, Springfield, MA 
Carol A. Majeske, Glen Mills, PA 
John Kent Riekena, Missoula, MT 
Grace Elaine Sage, St. Ignatius, MT 
Andrew Spofford, Missoula, MT
Heisey Foundation College Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Ronelle Joy Armstrong, Great Falls, MT 
Pamela Shereen Atchison, Great Falls, MT 
Jerry Michael Buechler, Cascade, MT 
Jeannie Louise Collins, Great Falls, MT 
Corey Dodd Edens, Cut Bank, MT 
Jonathan James Fellows, Missoula, MT 
Patricia Marie Hawbaker, Shelby, MT 
Brian Douglas Henderson, Carmel, CA 
Denise Kae Janssen, Fort Benton, MT 
Robert Eugene Johnson, Great Falls, MT
Awards & Prizes
Susan Marie Lee, Great Falls, MT
Wendy Lou Leiner, Fargo, ND
Steven Thomas Potts, Great Falls, MT 
Deborah Dianne Reno, Missoula, MT
Barbara Ann Rowe, Shonkin, MT
David Wesley Rowe, Great Falls, MT
Judy Louise Rowe, Great Falls, MT
William Roy Searles, Missoula, MT
Hazel Annette Stark, Valier, MT
Lonie Denise Stimac, Great Falls, MT
Coleen Claire Tweedy, Missoula, MT
Deanna Elaine Whitley, Great Falls, MT
Joan Lyndelle Wood, Great Falls, MT
Marie Holder Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Dori Louise Middleton, Clarion, IA
Honors Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
William Richard Beck, Poplar, MT
Timothy Karl Borchers, Great Falls, MT
Matthew Jay Burbank, Power, MT
Kathleen Lorraine Doherty, Missoula, MT
Harlan Carl Fredenberg, Kalispell, MT
Jerry Alan Fries, Lewistown, MT
George Robert Goodman, Williston, ND
John Edward Guslander, Lewistown, MT
Bonnie Kay Heath, Missoula, MT
Leslie Ann Heizer, Missoula, MT
Richard Mark Josephson, Big Timber, MT
Shellie Kaye Kelley, Missoula, MT
Seana Lore Lahey, Helena, MT
Karen Ann McNally, Missoula, MT
Carlos Andres Pedraza, Arvada, CO
Nancy Bisset Ray, Libertyville, IL
Mary Llewellyn Rodgers, Missoula, MT
John Kevin Somers, Los Angeles, CA
Annette Kathleen Trinity, Missoula, MT
Marianne Yarmey, Scobey, MT
Long Brothers Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
John Edward Etienne, Troy, MT
Debra Jean Waldron, Missoula, MT
Josie H. Madden Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Lorrie Joan Henrie, Butte, MT
Tammara Sherise Wigger, Floweree, MT
Lulu L. Miles Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Joseph Barrett, Helena, MT
Laurie Kay Brock, Missoula, MT
Kathryn Korine Buzzas, Helena, MT
Elizabeth A. Carlson-Thompson, Missoula, MT
Shelly Ann Marcinkowski, Helena, MT
Richard Williams Mockler, Helena, MT
Brett William Smith, Helena, MT
Mark Joseph Smith, East Helena, MT
Cinda Marie Tompkins, Helena, MT
Northwest Peterbilt Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Margaret E. Ohman, Missoula, MT
Karen Bonita Ord, Conrad, MT
Awards & Prizes
Phi Sigma Kappa Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Tyler Penn Delaney, Missoula, MT
Scott Harold Stanaway, Billings, MT
Olive M. Rector Memorial Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Darla J. Heil, Meza, AZ
Kathy M. Irigoin, Missoula, MT
Wade Riechel Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Susan Lee Bouton, Briarcliff Manor, NY
Connie Elene Fischer, Emmet, ND
Nikki A. Schielke, Missoula, MT
Science Fair Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
F. Shawn Kerven, Missoula, MT
Brian George Krieger, Missoula, MT
Dosia J. Shults Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Kim Marie Geyer, Big Sandy, MT
Shannon Louise Green, Missoula, MT
University Honors Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Brian Keith Allen, Billings, MT 
Deborah Lee Anderson, Helena, MT 
Bret Frank Argenbright, Helena, MT 
Steven William Austin, Butte, MT 
Dan James Bain, Missoula, MT 
Lisa Ann Boozel, Fromberg, MT 
Elizabeth Ann Breum, Missoula, MT 
Janet Sue Coombs, Missoula, MT 
Georell Lee-Anne Copps, Helena, MT 
Leanne Lois DeBelly, Olivia, MN 
Angela Margareeta DeRuiter, Waterloo, IA 
Carol Ann Dolan, Chinook, MT 
Christa Colleen Drogitis, Missoula, MT 
Mary Margaret Drozd, Middletown, CT 
LaRae Marie DuFresne, Laurel, MT 
Cindy Lynne Enslow, Kalispell, MT 
Patrick Edward Fahey, Waynesburg, PA 
Laurie Jean Fraser, Missoula, MT 
Sharon Marie Gaughan, Chicago, IL 
Judith Jean Gauthier, Missoula, MT 
Donald Charles Gleason, Missoula, MT 
Keri Lynn Greiner, Missoula, MT 
Lisa Marie Gulbranson, Sioux Falls, SD 
Laura Ann Gutzwiller, Tinley Park, IL 
Teresa Harshman, Chinook, MT 
Carl Frederick Hayden, Missoula, MT 
Jeanna May Hayden, Harlowtown, MT 
Glen Edward Hill, Lombard, IL 
Patricia Anne Homan, Missoula, MT 
Jan K. Hooper, Pacific Palisades, CA 
Mary Anne Elizabeth Hunt, Missoula, MT 
Rebecca Jean Hutton, Ashland, MT 
Diane Lynn Karban, Missoula, MT 
Marie Dianne Koontz, Rhineland, WI 
Michelle A. L. Kosse, Missoula, MT 
Vasilios George Koures, Missoula, MT 
Yvonne Teckla Koziol, Billings, MT 
Nancy Irene Kuncheff, Fort Peck, MT
Awards & Prizes
Brian James Lannan, Helena, MT
Shawn Maureen Leary, Helena, MT
Barbara Ann Leech, Bismarck, ND
Terry John MacDonald, Butte, MT
Tamara Lynn Marcum, Missoula, MT
Pamela Wallis Marcussen, Missoula, MT
Andrew Joseph Matosich, Bigfork, MT
Elizabeth Alice Maunder, Walkerville, MT
Delores Ann Midyett, Missoula, MT
Kevin Paul Miller, Deer Lodge, MT
Kathryn Moe, Poplar, MT
Daren Russell Moog, Joplin, MT
Melanie Lee Morris, Missoula, MT
Denise Kay Munro, Missoula, MT
Kandi Jo Nauman, Billings, MT
James D. Niles, Carson, IA
Chris Renee Palmer, Hamilton, MT
Patricia Lea Palmer, Hamilton, MT
Kevin Edward Piatt, Hamilton, MT
Kenneth Paul Pitt, Missoula, MT
Kathleen Ann Prebil, Helena, MT
Robyn Rene Richmond, Aloha, OR
Lee Jay Robinson, Billings, MT
John Francis Rooney, Butte, MT
Gregg Orville Sampson, Estherville, IA
Madeleine Yvonne Scales, Missoula, MT
Anita Lynn Schulein, Missoula, MT
Deborah Charlene Skinner, Missoula, MT
Sheila Rae Smith, Litchville, ND
Caryn Ann Spain, Houghton, MI
Cindy Lou Spracklin, Glendive, MT
Eda Marie Stalcup, Missoula, MT
Kim Dione Stieg, Missoula, MT
Shawn William Swagerty, Havre, MT
Diane Kay Thompson, Deer Lodge, MT
Darren Keith Walsh, Libby, MT
Diane Lynne Watters, Missoula, MT
Matthew Glade Whetzel, Mead, WA
Laurie June Williams, Ogden, UT
Danette Marie Wollersheim, Missoula, MT
University of Montana Leadership Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Bret Frank Argenbright, Helena, MT
Mark Joseph Burnham, Helena, MT
Sally Anne Crum, Billings, MT
Jodi Ann Klundt, Missoula, MT
Van Bremer Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Garth Wease Ferro, Billings, MT
Richard David Rolston, Billings, MT
Vaughn Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Alicia Jane Bullock, Missoula, MT
Geraldine Adare Fitzgerald, Bigfork, MT
Renee Jeanine Harvey, Kalispell, MT
Henry Hale Kiichli, Kalispell, MT
Jackie Lynn Ludwig, Missoula, MT
Kris Allen McLean, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Joseph Lyden Oechsli, Polson, MT
Libby Jane Schockley, Missoula, MT
Jeffrey Joseph Zimprich, Brandon, SD
Watkins Scholarship 81-82 (University Scholarship Committee)
Deanna Kay Bornhoft, Billings, MT
Charles Patrick Conrad, Conrad, MT
Steven Lyle Floerchinger, Anchorage, AK 
Larry Beckman French, Missoula, MT 
Christopher Andrew Frissell, Missoula, MT 
Leslie Lynn Heckert, Rockville, MD 
Eileen Frances Koontz, Belt, MT 
Cheryl Ann Kradolfer, Missoula, MT 
Brian Erich Lee, Bellingham, WA
Deborah Elizabeth Pennell, Missoula, MT
Janet Mary Rice, Great Falls, MT
Susan Diane Schrimsher, Missoula, MT 
Kurt Eric Seel, Bozeman, MT 
Jill Alison Tipton, La Canada, CA 
Dale Steven Ulland, San Diego, CA
Curtis Scott Walters, Missoula, MT
THE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­
tury. In France, where the degree system probably 
had its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown 
marked the formal admission of the licentate to the 
body of masters. During this period the dress of the 
friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the 
scholars were usually clerics, their robes differed 
little from those worn by other church orders. 
Gradually special forms were set aside for the 
university bodies, and in modified style are the 
costumes worn today. Since academic custom in 
this matter had become somewhat confused, in 1895 
a commission representative of the leading colleges 
met and prepared a code which has been adopted by 
over seven hundred institutions in the United 
States and Canada. A committee of the American 
Council on Education revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is 
faced do wn the front and barred on the sleeves with 
black velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; 
the doctor’s hood is large. Masters wear the long 
closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. 
Bachelors wear the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are 
lined with the colors of the institution granting the 
degree and are trimmed with velvet of the color 
distinctive of the major subject—for example, arts 
and letters, white; theology, scarlet; law, purple; 
philosophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine 
arts, brown; medicine, green; music, pink; 
commerce, drab; physical education, sage green; 
engineering, orange; pharmacy, olive green; 
forestry, russet; library science, lemon; education, 
light blue; humanities, crimson; economics, copper; 
agriculture, maize; dentistry, lilac; oratory, silver 
gray; public health, salmon pink; veterinary 
science, gray. The Oxford or mortarboard cap, worn 
for each degree, is of black cloth with black tassel, 
except that the doctor’s cap may be of velvet with 
tassel of gold. Unless local custom decrees 
otherwise, tassels are worn over the left temple.
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